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ABSTRACT

The present work describes the experimental investigation of the magnetic properties of

Fe100_xA.lx, (where x= 2,3, 10, 12 & 14), Tb.27Dy.73FeZ and also ofNi as a standard

materials. Magnetostriction as a function of. the magnetic field' and saturation

magnetostriction As for different composition of iron aluminium, iron terbium dysprosium

alloy and of nickel as a standard materials are measured. These measurement are

confined at room temperature and under at varying field from 0 to 4.5 K Gauss.

The saturation field for magnetostriction in nickel is observed to be 1550 oersted. The .~

value of magnetic field needed for the saturation magetostriction in Ni determines the

operating field for using Nickel as a magnetostrictive transducer. Fe-AI and
Tb27DY.73Fez alloys are highly magnetostrictive materials. The magnetotriction value

for Fe-Al alloys increases with increasing amount of aluminium and become maximum at

12 atomic percent of Al as due to increased spin-orbit interaction. The decrease of

magnetostriction above 12 atomic percent of Al is explained as due to decreasing value
of magnetic moment.

The field dependance of magnetization for Fe-AI alloys of different composition are

measured and the saturation magnetization of alloys decreases with the increasing

concentration of Al and the field needed to saturate the magnetization also increases with

the increase of Aluminium and the relation is found to be linear.

The first anisotropy constant Kl for the iron aluminium alloys system as derived from

field versus magnetization curves is similar to the old data derived from magnetization.
curves.
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.curves.In general, the addition of aluminium to iron changes the magnetization values.

Previous work has shown that up to approximately 20 atomic percent aluminium the .

magnetic saturation moment of iron aluminium alloy decreases with. increasing aluminium'

content at a rate comparable with what would be expected from simple dilution. Above

this concentration the moment falls sharply with increasing aluminium content. The

present work is motivated by a ,desire to investigate more fully the effect of order on the

saturation magnetization and to fin.d out the magnetization of alloys with aluminium

content greater than that reported before who obtained the critical concentration for these

specimen by extrapolation ..

.....~.
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Chapter-!

Introduction:

The aim of the present research is to investigate highly magnetostrictive Iron based

FelOO-xAl:o Tb27DY.73Fe2 alloys and also of Nickel as a standard material.

Magnetostriction, which can be defined as lattice distortion of a magnetic crystal due to

its magnetization is an important phenomena both for its theoretical interest and for

technological applications. Modem civilization is largely dependent on electric power

for its mobility, communication and various control devices. These in turn, depend on

. the phenomenon of ferromagnetism, which is found chiefly in iron, nickel, cobalt and

the rare earth elements.

Theoretical interest involves the evaluation of magnetostriction which arises due to

magneto-elastic interaction and contribute to the understanding of magnetization

processes. Although magnetostriction of various magnetic materials have been studied

with great theoretical and technological interest, the complexities of the problem and

the trend in the development of new magnetic materials have kept this research field

very dynamic and alive. As a result, various new problems are coming up which are

related to the understanding and application of new magnetic materials.

The highly magnetostrictive materials are of special interest. Moreover,

magnetostriction is one of the most important factors in determining the coercivity and

hysteresis loop of ferromagnetic materials. In some anisotropic magnetic materials

coercive force is thought to be dependent on magnetostriction, because in these cases

the internal stresses determine the nucleation mechanism of domain formation.



Althoughmany magnetic materials have been extensively studied for their saturation

magnetostriction, little attention has been paid to their magnetostrictive behaviour

below saturation. The reason for which magnetostriction measurement below

saturation did not draw the attention of researchers is that, below saturation the

domain distributions of magnetic specimens can not be uniquely determined. The

results therefore, are not always reproducible. However for practical purposes

magnetostriction measurement below saturation are important, because magnetic

materials quite often are operated below saturation point. Moreover, since

magnetostriction is related to domain rotation only and 180 degree domain wall

movements do not contribute to magnetostriction, results in this region provide

information about the nature of the domain and domain wall movements. In an

ordinary frromagnetic materials the domains are arranged in a complicated three

dimensinal pattern, an equilibrium state determined by the action and interaction of

many different forces. It is confusing to study the nature and mode of action of these

forces in the complicated cases and we shall therefore, as far as possible, try to deal

with simple case where as few variables as possible have to be considered. Such cases

can only be chosen ifwe have some knowledge of types offorces that have to be taken

into account and we shall therefore give a brief general survey of the factors

determining domain arrangements, before considering the separate forces in more

detail. It is convenient to discuss the equilibrium conditions in terms of the forces

acting on the system and to fmd the equilibrium state by fmding the conditions to

make the enegy a minimum. The atomic magnetic moments in a ferromagnetic

substance interact strongly with one another and tend to align themselves parallel to

each other.The interaction is such as to correspond to an applied field of the order of

magnitude 109 Nm and it results in a nearly perfect alignment of the spins inspite of

the thermal agitation at room temperature. The presence of a strong internal magnetic

fieldwas first describedbyP. weiss and termed it as a molecular field and developed a

2
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theory of the temperature dependence of the saturation magnetization. Therefore, the

application of magnetic field over Fe-AI alloy tends to align the atomic moments

towards parallelism and thus produce an overall magnetization which has been

described in detail in chapterc 2.

There are various method for the measurement of magnetization . .In our experiment we

have used V.S.M., an advanced type of apparatus developed by S.Foner, for measuring

the magnetization ofFe-A] alloys with composition Fe lOo-.1fl1x (where x=2,8,1O, 12 and

14) at room temperature of 3000 K.Detai! description and theoretical interpretation of

VSM is given in chapter -3.

Th,;:idea of magnetostriction and its effect is important for the generation and creation of

many devices and systems . .In reality there are many magnetic materials and alloys for

which no theoretical understanding is possible based on fundamental theory. In these

situation we have to depend on phenomenological theory based on experimental results.

The complexity of magnetostrictive phenomena below saturation prevents us from

making accurate prediction based on first principle . .Inour case we have tried to simplifY

the phenomenological theory which is partly based on experimental facts and partly on

some general features of the basic theory of magneto-elastic interaction.

The magnetostriction measurement is done using the strain gauge technique. The strain

gauge technique is based on the principle of change of resistance produced by the strain

in the gauge as transmitted by the materials on which gauge is bonded. A convenient

method of determining change in length is to measure the change in resistance of a wire

of the strain gauge that is firmly cemented to the test specimen and expands and contracts

with it. This change is measure by measuring the change of resistance using the

Wheatstone bridge in out of balance condition which produced a sharp deflection in the

3
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nanovolt meter. There is a linear relationship between the deflection of the nanovolt

meter and fractional change in resistance. This method was ftrst developed by

GoldmanI.1 and since then, has become increasingly popular for its simplicity,

compactness and precision. Asgarl.2 introduced this technique for the measurement of

magnetostriction and magneto elastic constants. of magnetic materials. Sikderl.3 usmg

this method has also measured magnetostriction of Amorphous materials.

Magnetostriction is usually analyzed in terms of a general formalism which is empirical

or semi-empirical and is controlled by symmetry considerations of the crystal. Callen and

Callen 1.4 showed magneto elastic energy E me which arises from the strain dependence

of the anisotropy energy and for small strains takes the form Erne "'EJlP). Bozorth and

Walker1.5 showed an important characteristics of saturation magnetostriction along

(111) direction which becomes zero at the composition for which the permeability is

maximum. Beninger and Pavlovicl.6 defmed magnetostriction in terms offtve constants,

but there was some discrepancy with the results obtained by Lee l. 7. Latter Asgarl.8

introduced a technique of analysis for the evaluation of ftve magnetostriction constants

avoiding the error that arises due to the non alignment of the direction of magnetization

and the direction of the applied magneticfteld. The fmite values of anisotropy constants

which are responsible for these error was thus removed by the above mentioned work.

The' present work is aimed at experimental determination and analysis of

magnetostrietion and magnetization of Iron-Aluminium alloy system. The

magnetostriction of Iron-Terbium-Dysprosium sample and of Nickle sample have been

measureq and result is given in chapter 4.17.

Both the magnetization and magnetostriction of Iron-Aluminium for different

compositions are measured as a funtion. of magnetic fteld. The percentage of Aluminium

4
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in iron are 2,8,10,12 and 14 percent respectively. These alloys were provided by

Professor Asgar who prepared them in Southampton, England. Magnetization as a

function of field for different compositions of Iron-Aluminium alloys have been

measured using vibrating sample magnetometer. This has been explained in the light of

existing theories of 3d transition metals and alloys. Kittell. 12 successfully co-related the

conventional magneto-elastic constants and the symmetry constants. Clark. and

Belson 1.13 made it clear that reliable values of the saturation magnetization can not be

obtained on polly-crystalline samples even if the field strength applied are in excess of

100 killo oersted. The same results were obtained by Abbundi, Clark and Koon1.14. The

magnetostriction of highly magnetostrictive rareearth compound of composition

TbO.27DYO.73Fe2 sample is measured at room temperature. Terfenol-D of composition.
TbO.27DYO.73Fe2 alloy is obtained fromAB Sweeden in the form of6 mm diameter rod

which was directionaly solidified. The sample was cut, grinded and polished into a disk

of diameter 4.855 ~.005 mm with a mass 0.552 gm. Magnetostriction of pure Nickle

sample is also measured as a standard substance for calibration and comparison of the

results of Iron-Aluminium alloy system and Iron-Terbium-Dysprosium alloy.

Magnetostriction is a mechanism that can be used to convert electro-magnetic energy to

mechanical energy by designing and developing electro-mechanical transducer. This

transducer can be used for producing high energy mechanical vibration of the sonic

waves that can be used in under water signalling and for identificatin of objects. Since

the amount of sound energy produced by this method is enonnous due to the high value

of elastic constants and magnetostriction of Iron base alloys under going deformation.

This method of producing sound energy can have application in under water fishing and

under ground signalling for minig. The study of the magneto-mechanical coupling

factors of highly magnetostrictive alloys also provide information related to the design

5



and development of magnetostrictive oscillators, filters, magnetic tape head, magnetic .

amplifier, delay lines in electronic and accoustic memory circuit device, transformer core

materials and in eliminating transformer noises caused by magnetostrictive vibration of

the core and minimization of the core loss. The present work for the development of Iron

base alloys and their application are expected to be useful in meeting the ever increasing

demand of the present time.

6
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Chapter-2

MAGNETIZATION AND MAGNETOSTRICTION IN FERRO-

MAGNETIC ALWYS

2.1 Magnetization

2.1.1 Introduction to Magnetization

Magnetic property of a solid originates from the electronic structure of its atoms and

their orientations.Partiaily filIed atomic shelIs give rise to uncompensated spins which

are responsible for spin magnetic moments. Orbital angular momentum also contribute

to magnetic moment of the atom. The magnetism that arise due to the outer most

electrons, calIed Pauli para magnetism and is temperature independent. Magnetism of

interest arises due to unfilIed inner shelIs of the atom.Examples are the 3d electrons

in tranSitionmetals and 4f electrons in rareearth metals. In para-magnetic materials,

the magneticmoment associated with each atom or molecule, arising from the orl>ital

motion or spin of the electrons, is treated as non interacting. The application of a

magneticfield tends to align the atomic moments towards parallelism with the field so

as to produce an overalI magnetization in the specimen. At a finite temperature the

effect of thermal agitation is towards reducing the alignment. TheoriticalIy perfect

alignmentis achievable only at absolute zero temperature, when the thermal energy is

zero or when the external magnetic field is infinitely large. This para-magnetic

substances exhibit a positive susceptibility and the permeability is greater than

I.When there exists an interaction between the magnetic atoms in a solid occur some

degree of alignment of magnetic moments even in the abscence of any external

magnetic field. This type of materials are called ordered magnetic materials. Ferro-

7



magnetism,Ferri-magnetism and anti Ferri-magnetism belong to this class of magnetic

materials. For ordered magnetic materials, the ordered arrangement of the magnetic

cores of the elementary magnets is achieved with little external field. Therefore, it is

evident that a very high internal field spontaneously comes in to play. In the case of

ferro-magnetic substances the atomic moments are ordered on the crystal lattice with

all the moments aligned parallel to each other at absolute zero of temperature. The

effect of increasing temperature is to reduce the ordering untill at the curie

temperature Tc where the order is completely destroyed and the system is para-

magnetic.When the system is ordered and the magnetic moments are anti parallel to

each other the net moment is zero and the substance. is called anti ferro-magnetic.

Ferri-magnetism is a modification of this mechanism which results when the anti

parallel moments in the sub lattices are unequal, so that there is a net overall

magnetization.

2.1.2.Magnetization of Iron Aluminium Alloy System:

The modem theory of magnetization proccesses have been summarized in several

books, Bozorth2.1, Bates2.2, Kneller2.3, Chikaznmj2.3 and Morish2.5 attempt to

improve its rigor by replacing "domain theory" by "micro-magnetics". This has been

also swmnarized by Shtrikman2.6, Treves and Brown2.7. In this form of the theory,

still in its infancy, the body has usually been assumed rigid in order to simplify the

problem. A general outline of the processes of magnetization for Fe 1oO-:x:4lx alloy

system can be built up as follows. The magnetocrystalline and magnetostrictive

forces togetherwill define two or more easy directions-directions of lowest energy of

magnetization at every point in materials. In a strain free single crystal these

directiollSmay be the same throughout a large vohm'le,while in our material Fe 100-

:x:4lx (where x = 2,8,10, 12 and 14) are polycrystailine and have irregular internal

8
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stresses. They may vary rapidly from place to place. The simplest cases are those in

which either the magnetocryStallineor the magnetostrictive effect is of ovelWhelming

importance and the .others can be neglected in finding the easy directions of

magnetization.In the absence of an external field, the domains will be arranged so that

every domain is magnetized in one of the local easy directions, with the additional.

requirement that the general and local demagnetizing field shall be as small as

possible. The magnetization can increase only through actual rotation of the domain

magnetization away from easy directions and closer to the field direction. This

process of rotation against the action of forces of anisotropy usually requires much

larger fields than those needed for the translational movement of domain walls.

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy plays an important part in the behaviour of nearly all

ferromagnetic materials. Weiss showed that magnetic properties could depend

strongly on crystal orientation. Akulov2.8 extended the idea of a direction dependent

energy of magnetization to give a formal theory. He suggested that the effect of

magnetocrystalline forces could be represented by a magnetocrystalline energy term

in the expression for the free energy of the crystal. This magnetocrystalline energy

would of course, depend on the direction of the domain magnetization relative to the

crysta1 lattice and Akulov2.9 expressed it by a series of ascending power of

al> a2, a3, the direction cosines of the magnetization relative to the principle a..'{esof

the crystal. The symmetry conditions cause many terms in the series to drop out since

the final energy expression must be independent of a change in sign of any of the a 's

or interchange of any two of them. However, in our investigation, we have used a

simplified expression for the distortion accompanying a given state of magnetization.

The co-efficient appearing in this treatment for polycrystalline alloys has less

fundamentalsignificance than those of Becker's fuller treatment.

9



2.1.3. Intrinsic Magnetization of Alloys

Almost all magnetic alloys contain at least one of the three ferro-magnetic metals

Iron,Cobait or Nickel which exhibit ferro-magnetism at room temperature. By alloying

these metals with other elements, we can prepare magnetic substance which have

various magnetic properties. The properties of magnetic materials depend on

chemical composition, fabrication and heat treatment. These properties are mainly

determined by the magnetic anisotropy,magnetostriction and secondary structure of

the substances.The intrinsic magnetization of an alloy is determined by its electronic

structure.

On the basis of an elementary knowledge of atomic structure two possible origins are

proposed for the atomic magnetic moment. One of these is the orbital motion of the

electron around the nucleus and the other is a spin motion of the electron about its

own axis. Ferro-magnetism has its origin in the spin and orbital magnetic moments in

an unfilled electron shell.Each of the three ferro-magnetic element Fe, CO,Ni has an

unfilled 3d shell. Variation of atomic magnetic moment in these materials with the

number of electrons in the (3d+4s) shell is shown in figure-2.1. This curve is usually

reffered to as the Slater2.10-Pauling2.11 curve. The average atomic magnetic

momentsof various alloys depend only on the number of electrons per atom. This is

reasonablewhen the alloying atoms are only one or two atomic numbers aparts as in

the seriesNi-Cu and Fe-Ni alloy.

10
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Most of the alloys are represented by points falling on a curve consisting of the two

straight lines. One of these line rises from 0 Bohr magnetons at Cr at the rate of about

1PB per electron, while the other falls from 2.5PB at about 30 at"A.Co-Fe at the rate

of about -1PB per electron.We have seen that ferro-magnegnetism,in 3d transision

metals appear for average electron concentration ranging from 24 to 28.6. Since the

argon shell (1s1 2s2 2p6 3al 3p6 ) is filled by 18 electrons,the number of 3d and 4s

electrons in these ferro-magnetic alloys ranges from 6 to 10.6. Ifwe assumed that the

number of conduction electron is about 1.0 at Cr and 0.6 at Ni, the number of 3d

electrons is then 5 to lOin the range where ferro-magnetism is realized.

11



For a particular pair of atoms, situated at a certain distance apart, as in the case of a

hydrogen molecule, there are certain electrostatic attractive forces between the

electronsand protons and repulsive forces between the two electrons and between the

two protons. These can be calculated by Coulomb's law. But there is still another

force, entirelynon-classical, which depends on the relative orientation of the spins of

the two electrons. This is the exchange force. If the spins are anti-parallel,the sum of

all the forces is attractive and a stable molecule is formed. The total energy of the

atoms is then less for a particular distance of separation than it is for smaller or larger

distances.If the spins are parallel, the two atoms repel one another. The exchange

force is a consequence of the Pauli's exclusion principle applied to the two atoms as a

whole. This principle state that two electrons can have the same energy only if they

have opposite spins. If their spins are parallel, the two electrons will tend to stay far

apart. The ordinary (Coulomb) electrostatic energy is therefore modified by the spin

orientations.This means that the exchange force is fundamentally electrostatic in

origin. The term exchange .arises in the following way. When the two atoms are

adjacent,we can consider electron-l moving about proton-l and electron-2 moving

about proton-2.But the electrons are indistinguishable, and we must also consider the

possibility that the two electrons exchange places. So that electron-l moves about

proton-2 and electron-2 moves about proton-l. This consideration introduces an

additional term, the exchange energy, into the expression for the total energy of the

two atoms. This interchange of electrons takes place at a very high frequency about

1018 timeper sec in the hydrogenmolecule.

In order to explain the appearence of ferro-magnetism it is essential to identify the

physical origin of the molecular field proposed by Weiss2.12 which give rise to the

parallel aligmnentof spins. The accepted interpretation of the nature of the.molecular

12
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field as presented by Heisenberg2.13 in 1928 is quantum mechanical in origin. The

potential energy between two atoms having spins si and Sj is given by

lfij=-2JsiSj 2.1

where j is the exchange integral. If J is positive the energy is least when si is parallel

to Sf When si is parallel to sj> the exchange integralj is positive and the energy will be

minimum and when si is anti parallel to Sj the exchange integralj is negative.

The spin configuration can be explained on the basis of localized model and itinerant

or collective electron model. According to localized model, the electrons responsible

for ferro-magnetism are regarded as localized at the respective atomic sites. Most

ferro-magnetic oxide ,compound and rareearth metals can be explained in terms of

localized model. For itinerant or collective electron model,ekctrons responsible for

ferro-mgnetism are thought of as wandering through the crystal lattice

According to the localized moment theory, the electrons responsible for ferro-

magnetism are attached to the atoms and can not move about in the crystal. These

electrons contribute a certain magnetic moments to each atom and that moment is

localized at each atom. This view is implicit in the molecular field theory, either in

the original form given by Weiss or in the quantum mechanical form obtained by

substituting the Brillouin function for the Langevin. This theory in general explain the

variation of the saturation magnetization Os with temperature and the Curie-Weiss

law, at least approximately above To-

But it can not explain the fact that the observed moment per atom M are non integral

for metals. Since the moment is entirely due to spin,the magnetic moment per atom

due to localized electrons, should be an integer. Other defects of the theory are that M

and the molecular field constant are different above and below the Curie temperature.

13



The collective electron theory emphasize the fact that the electrons responsible for

ferro-magnetismare consider to belong to the crystal as a whole. Here the electron

can move from one atom to another rather than being localized at the position of

atoms. This theory accounts quite naturally for the non integral values of the moment

per atom. It also explains fairly well the relative magnitudes ofM in iron, cobalt and

nickel and the value of the average magnetic moment per atom in certain alloys.

These are important accomplishment of the theory. However, the band theory,at least

in its simple forrn,can not account for these alloys which depart from the Slater-

Pauling curve.

Th.e general conclusion is that the molecular field theory, with its attendant

assumption of localized moments, is not simply valid for metals. Instead the band

theory is regarded basically correct, and the problem then becomes understanding the

precise form of the various bands,how they are occupied by electrons and how the

exchangeforces operate etc.

(if)

FIg. 2.2 : State-density curve of 3d band of Nickel and the arrangement of

spins in the band
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The bandtheory of ferro-magnetism was ftrst proposed by Stoner2.14 and later by

Slater2.l5. On the basis of the knowledge of the density of states in the 3d shell of

copper as calculated by Krutter2.16. Slater assumed that the density of states in

nickel maybe also very high at the top of the 3d band as it is for copper. Figure-2.2

shows the density of state in the 3d shell of nickel as a function of energy as

calculatedrecently by Koster2.l7. Figure-2.2 shows schematically the corresponding

energy level, each of which can be occupied by two electrons, one of plus spin and

one of minusspin (pauli principle) is also shown in Figure-2.2. In order to have a net

.magneticmoment, therefore, it is necessary that some minus spin electron be excited

to higherenergy levels and reverse the sign of their spins from minus to plus. Such an

excitationshould not require too much energy in the case of 3d shell because of the

high densitystate.

If therefore,a positive exchange Interaction is acting between 3d electrons the number

of plus spins should increase untill they ftll up half of the 3d shell, having vacant

levels in the other half. Then the net magnetic moment will be proportional to the

number of vacant levels in the 3d shell. In that case, if we add one electron to the

atom, this addition should result in a decrease of 1 Bohr magneton per electron

because the electrons into a vacant minus spin level. In this way we can understand

the -45 inclinationof the right half of the Slater-Pauling curve. The +450 slope of the

left half of the Slater-Pauling curve has been less adroitly treated by the band theory.

One possible explanation is that, if the high density or states portion at the top of the

3d band is able to contain 2.5 electrons, the plus spin band remains full untill the

minus spinband loses 2.5 electrons. Further loss of electrons would deplete the plus

spin band because otherwise the Fermi surface of the minus spin band might drop to

too low level. The loss of plus spin electrons then results in a decrease of atomic

magneticmoment.

lS



Zener2.I8 tried to explain this point in terms of anti fe~o-magnetic alignment of two

kinds of atomic moments, + 5f' B and -1fiB for iron, on the two substances of the

body-centered cubic lattice.

2.1.4. Theory of Magnetization

The interaction between the spins in a magnetic field Hw is proportional to the net

magnetization.

2.2
It is to be emphasized that the interaction between the spins can not be due to a

magnetic field. The magnetostatic field arising from the magnetic dipole action is not

sufficient to bring about any alignment. In fact, it require a. field of the order of 107

oersted for Iron. The model of the Weiss molecular field is purely. phenomenological

but is of great assistance in the development of the necessary theory.

The Weiss theory is a development of the Langevin model. The interacting field Hw
is taken as proportional to the intensity of magnetization I. So that in place of the

energy tenn in f'H in the equation we have

2.3

Where Heffis the effective field acting on the atomic moment and Nw is the Weiss

co-efficient. At high temperature the expression for the susceptibility becomes
X- u_ c 24-H-~ .,

where

2.5
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and 0"0 = np is the saturation magnetization per gIn. below the curie temperature 8
0
,

the system is ferro-magnetic with the magnetization given by the Brillouin function
B(a) i,e %0 = B(a) with a in zero applied field is given by

a= p If;: = pnPK~ 2.6A. •

2.7

can be derived from susceptibility measurements.

17



2.1.5.Magnetization of Polycryst3l1ine specimen

For a specimen with its grams oriented quite at random, Gans2.19 obtained

expressionsfor the magnetization in the fonn of a serries of powers of H, giving the

curve shownin Figure-2.3.

os,

o

h=(HI.,)!K,
2. ,.

Fig. 2.3 : Magnetization of polycrystalline ferromagnetics materials as a function

of reduced field

It is clearthat Gans treatment is inadequate, except possibly in very high fields, for it

assumes that each crystal grain is subject only to the external field and ignores the
,

effects of the demagnetizing fields that will be set up by the discontinuties in

magnetizationat the boundaries between grains. It is nearer the truth to assume that

the magnetization in each grain is very nearly the same and equal to the mean

magnetization of the specimen. Any deviation from this mean value will produce

divergencesin the magnetization vector and give rise to demagnetizing fields that tend

to restore the uniformity of magnetization. It is difficult to say with what precision this

unifonnity of magnetizationwill be maintained. Since the size of demagnetizing field

produced by any given deviation of the magnetization will depend on the effective

18



demagnetizing coefficient for the particular crystal grain, a quantity determined by the

shape of the grain and the properties of the surrounding grains.

. 2.1.6. The Approach to Saturation Magnetization

The general form of the law of approach to saturation was indicated by Weiss2.20 If

the effect of a magnetic field is to tum the magnetization vectors towards itself, the

turning being resisted by internal forces, then the law of approach to saturation, when

the vectors of field and magnetization are nearly parallel, must be of the form

1= Ig{l-bIHl) 2.8

This follows from the equation for the equilibrium direction of magnetization.

HIs sine = C 2.9

Where e is the angle between the field H and the magnetization vector r. and C is the

couple due to internal forces resisting rotation of the magnetization. For sufficiently

small angle, C can be assumed independent of e and the magnetization in the field

direction. Is case can be written J3(1- ~2 ) giving the law of approach to saturation,

Akulov2.21 was the first to calculate the values of b assummg that

magnetocrystalline forces were the only important ones and his method was folloWed

by Gans and Becker and Doring2.22. They derived values of the coefficient b for a

single .crystal with any given orientation. By averaging overall possible orientation,

obtained a mean value which should apply to polycrystalline specimens with their

grains oriented at random. Experimental results have usually been expressed in the

form

19



2.11

The last term representing an increase in magnetization due to increase in the intrinsic

magnetization of the material. The value of Z can be calculated on the basis of of the

simple Weiss-Heisenberg theory. Observed values are several times larger than this

calculated value but Holstein and Primakoff2.23. They have shown that the

discrepancy can be removed by more detail quantum mechanical considerations. The

most complete experiment near saturation are those of Weiss and forrer2.24 and

Czerlinski2.25 for iron and Polley2.26 for nickel.

An explanation of the aIH term was given by Brown2.27 in term of several local

stresses in the material but this explanation has been criticized by Nee12.28 who

reinforces Weiss's demonstration that the law of approach must be of the form 1=1£1-

b/H2) in sufficiently high fields by pointing out that a law I=Is(1-aIH) would lead to

an infinite energy at saturation. Neel attribute the discrepancies between experiment

and the Akulov theory where he neglect of interaction between grains of the

polycrystal,the demagnetizing effects. He shows that it is only when H» 41/ Is i,e in

fields greater than any so far used, that these interactif,'lns becomes negligible and the

simple Akulov theory can be applied. In fields lower than this, but still so high that all

magnetization lie very close to the field direction, exact expressions taking account of

the interactions between the grains have been obtained by Neel and Holstein and

primakoff2.29 using Fourier series method of representing the structure of a

polycrystal. They show that in the two extreame cases H «41/ Is and H »41/ Is the

law of approach to saturation takes the form 1= Is(l-bIH2), the constant b having the

value which tends to be just half of this in the low field region. In the intermediate

region the law is complicated but can in practice, be reduced approximately to the

form

1= 1,1(I-all/)

20
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2.2. Magnetostriction

2.2.1. Introduction to Magnetostriction

Akulov2.30 introduced the concept of magnetostriction for the first time and

developed a simple expression to describe the magnetostriction of a cubic crystal.

Becker and Doring2.31 developed the original analysis about the magneto-elastic

interaction.Mahajani2.32 , Hirone2.33 and Fallot2.34 flourished the subject by their

outstandingcontributions. Modem concept has been given by stQner2.35, NeeI2.36,

Vanvleck2.37, Brown2.38, Kitte12.39 and many others. A comprehensive review of

magnetostriction is given by Lee2.40, Carr2.41, Karamuri2.42,Birss2.43 and
Asgar2.44.

Magnetostrictionis the name given to the changes of size and shape which accompany

the magnetizationof a ferro-magnetic specimen. Such changes were first noticed by

Joule2.45 in 1842 and have since been studied by many workers. Eventually Becker

(1930) and Akulov (1931) became successful in providing the outline of the formal

theory of magnetostriction and showed how it could be used to elucidate the more

. important experimental results. Becker and Doring (1939) used a formal expression

which is written down for the dependence of the free energy of a crystal on the

direction of magnetization on the mechanicil! distortion. This is analogous to, but

more general than Akulov's expression for magneto-crystalline energy, since it refers

to a distorted crystal.Kittel (1949) tried to find out the nature of free energy and

magneto-crystalline energy of Ni and Fe metal. He calculated magnetostriction of

these metals but the results were smaller by one order of magnitude than the observed

values. This encouraged Masumoto and Otom02.46 (1950) to investigate
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magnetostrictionof Iron-Aluminiumalloys system. They made a compromise of large

value ofmagnetostriction constants with smaIl value of anisotropy constant.

The equilibriumstate of magnetization and distortion in given conditions of field and

stress canbe found by minimizingthe free energy. Various simplifying assumptions

have to be made to obtain manageable formulae. Brown clarified the concept of

electric or magnetic force in a polarized material. It therefore, did not treat

magnetostrictionspecifically. Brown applied the theory to one special problem in

magnetostriction in 1953. The. problem was investigated further in 1960 by

GersdOlf2.47In all these papers the concept of strain, when it occured, was handled

by use of the small -displacement approximation usual in physical theory. Lee2.48

tried to corelate these various assumtion by measuring magnetostriction and magneto-
."

mechanical effect of poly-crystalline Hi at different temperature. He also measured

the thennal expansion of Ni.In the treatment of magnetostriction, despite the smallness

of the strains actually encountered experimentally,the small displacement

approximation leads to certain difficulties. A formal treatment of the analogous

electric problem, based on the rigorous equations of finite strain theory, was .

published by Toupin2.49 m 1956. Toupin's treatment requIres some

modifications,beyond the mere replacement of electric by magnetic quantities for the

case of a ferro-magnetic material with a spontaneous magnetization caused by

exchange forces. The resulting modified theory was presented by Brown2.50

Meanwhile, Tiersten2.51 has published an equivalent theory. It is clear from these.

treatment that magnetostriction can be regarded as a consequence of strain

dependence of magneto-crystalline energy and co-efficients introduced in the theory

which can be determined by comparison with experiment defme the dependence.

Comer and Hutchinson2.52 (1958) investigated the variation of saturation.

magnetostriction of Ni with temperature variation in the (111) and (100)

direction.HaIl2.53 reported the saturation magnetostriction in (100) and (111)
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crystallographic direction of Iron-Aluminium alloy. In the same year Birss2.54

computed the saturation magnetostriction of ferro-magnetic materials. The large value

of ).100 encouraged Borodkina et al2.55 to investigate the possibility of improving ).

s via texture control. He prepared a sheet material by rolling to thickness reduction of

50-60"/0 sandwiched and by intermediate annealing at about 900°C. X-ray

examinationshowed that in the rolled condition the ideal sheet texture contained three

prominent component (111) (112), (100) (011) and (112) (110). The first being the

strongest, the saturation magnetostriction is fairly low between 10 and 20x10-6 with

45° direction having the highest value. After a two hour anneal at 900°C, the sheet

recrystallized to a dual texture of <110> (001) and <100> (00) with the value of ).S

rising to 42x1 0-6 in the rolling direction. The texture is still far from perfect, however

as ).100 is over 90x10-6 for alloy. If the rolled sheet is annealed at temperature

greater than 900°C the texture become diffuse and ).S is decreased. Latter on

Bulycheva,Borodkina and Sandomirskaya2.56 carried out an extensive work on this

process and showed that oriented materials can be made with ).S '" 75xlO-6. Legvold,

Alstad and Rhyne2.57, Clark, Bozorth and Desavage2.58, Rhyne and Legvold2.59

made a breakthrough in magnetostrictive materials that is found to occure with the

measurement of the basal plane magnetostriction of 10 and Dy at low temperature.

These basal plane strains are 100 to 10,000 times. Typical magnetostriction of these

rareearth metals still remain today the largest known values, about 1%. In the same

year Tatsumoto, Okumoto, Iwata and Kadena2.60 measured the value of magneto-

crystalline anisotropy constants K1 and K2 of Nickel. Aubert2.61 studied the Nickel

and observed the temperature dependence of the anisotrophy constants. Asgar2.62

carried out extensive investigation of single crystal Ni sample for the mesurement of

magnetostriction and magneto-elastic coupling factors in which he has related the

magnetostriction co-efficients with magneto-elastic coupling co-efficients and

successfully separated the various temperature dependences. Elastic and magneto-
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elastic constants of ReFe2 compound were studied by Klimker, Rosen, Dariel and

Atzmony2.63 by means of ultrasonic sound velocity measurements. These properties,

togelller willI ralller. impressive magnetostriction properties of binary and pseudo-

binary R-Fe2 compounds are shown by Clark2.64

The standard treatment. of magneto-elastic interaction is given by Becker and

Doring2.65, Lee and Asgar2.66 They state fuat fue free energy expression can be

writlen down for a magnetizable body incapable of deformation and for an elastic

body incapable of magnetization. To fue sum of fuese is added an interaction term in

!lIe forlll of volume integrals of an interaction energy density of phenomenologically

acceptable form.Every Illing else follows from fuis by exact or approximate

minimizationprocedures. Savage, Clark and Power2.67 worked willI Tb.x DYl x Fe2

sample and calculate fue magneto-mechanical coupling and LiE effect. For x=.26 fueir

result for peak coupling is 0.6. Asgar2.68 calculated fue magneto-elastic interaction

and its relation to Ille developement of magnetic materials. In his paper he detailed

out !lIe strain gauge technique for evaluation of magnetostriction constants. N.C.

Koon, C.M. Williams and B.N. Das2.69 carried out an extensive experiment on giant

magnetostrictive materials of a new class of rareearfu intermetallic compounds. The

RFe 2 laves phase, which were found to exhibit room temperature magnetostrictive,
strain and !lIereported value approaches 2xlO-3 which is an order of magnitude larger

fuan any values previously known. Greenough, Jenner, Schulze and Wilkinson2.70

investigated fue properties and application of magnetostrictive rareearfu iron

compounds. Folks, Milham and Street2.71 examined fue rareearfu iron compounds

and Illeirworks was mainly to observe fue magnetic viscocity at low temperature.

hI fue present work magnetostriction of polycrystalline Iron-Aluminium alloy and Iron

Terbium Dysprosium have been measured systematically at room temperature.
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2.2.2.Theory of Magneto-Elastic Energy

The magneto-elastic energy is proportional to E j(a.). This term in order to

processess the correct transfOlmation properties of the crystal, must be a direct

. product of strain components and direct cosine polynomials which transform

according to the same synunetry representation given by Callen and CallenZ.72.

Asgar2.73 explicitly explained and developed theoritical basis of magneto-elastic

coupling which is stated below.

For non-S-state ions the orbital angular momentum has non zero value of L with

(21+1) degeneracy in the lowest energy ground state. The orbital change distribution

for these ions is highly asynunetrical.When these paramagnetic ions are surrounded

by a crystalline electric field within crystal, the orbital degeneracy is removed and the

resultant wave functions form new linear combinations which reflect the local

symmetry of the crystal. The charge distributions with lobes directed towards

negatively charged anions will be relatively less favourable compared with charge

distribution having lobes directed between anions. If the neighbouring anions are

displaced due to straining of the crystal, the charge distribution lobes will also move

to a new configuration to minimise the energy. The rotation of the charge distribution

lobes alters the orbital angular momentum and hence the spin angular momentum

because of spin-orbit coupling.

The magnetization associated with spin will thus be rotated. Spin-orbit coupling also

contributes to the anisotropy by way of another mechanism called anisotropic

exchange introduced by VanvleckZ.74. If the wave funtions are asynunetrical, the

anlOunt of overlap of two neighbouring ions will change when the parallel spins of the

two ions are rotated by the spin orbit coupling. Since the exchange coupling is related

2S



to the amount of overlap, the exchange energy will vary with the orientations of the

orbital moments of the neighbouringatoms relative to one another and the axis joining

them.

For-S-state ions orbital angUlar momentum is zero and the charge distribution is

synunetrical.However the spherical distribution is somewhat distorted by the crystal

field. The spin-orbit coupling thus contributes to the anisotropy energy and

magnetostriction in this case as well, although of much smaller magnitude.

2.2.3. Physical Origin of Magnetostriction

The spill orbit coupling thus contributes to the anisotropy energy and the

maglletostriction is small in magnitude. Exchange energy can make contribution to
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and the electron c10ulswould rolale through 90° and the domain of which this alom

are a part would magnetostriclively strain by an amounl t!L/L.

The Spill orbil coupling thus contribules lo the anisotropy energy and the

magnelostriclion is small in magnilude. Exchange energy can make contribulion lo

magneloelaslic energy due lo the strain dependence of the exchange inlegral Jij. When

the magnelic momenls of neighbouring ions are rolaled away from paralleism. The

exchange energywhile increasing the elaslic energy gives rise lo magnelostriclion.

There are three mechanism of anisotropy:

1. Crystal field anisotropy

2. Exchange anisotropy

3. Exchange striclion

Which is shown schemalically in Figure-2.4a, 2.4b and 2.4c respeclively
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2.2.4. Mechanism of Magnetostriction

Expression for Linear Magnetostriction:

Magnetostriction is developed due to interaction between the atomic magnetic

moment, when the distance between the atomic magnetic moments is variable,Neel's

developed a theory which represent the interaction energy

W(r,cos;) = g(r)+I(r)(cos2 ;-73')+q(r)(cos4 ;- %cos2;+ Xs):i: ... 2.14

Upon the generation of magnetic ordering the crystal lattice is spontaneously

defomled because of the dependence of the interaction energy on bond length. The

amount of defonnation of bond length will depend on its direction with respect to the

magnetization direction through the angle cjJ. The first term g(r) is the exchange

interaction term and is of relevance only when volume magnetostriction is considered

as manifested in thermal expansion anomally at the magnetic ordering temperature.

The second term represent the dipole-dipole interaction which depend on the direction

of magnetization and can be the main origin of the usual magnetos\Tiction. The

following terms also contribute to the usual magnetostriction but normally their

contribution are small compared to those of the second term. Neglecting this higlIer

order terms, the equation-2.14 becomes

W(r,~) = l(r)(cosl fl/3) 2.15

Let (aI, al, ay denote the direction cosine of domain magnetization and (n tb ry

those of bond diameter then the equation-2.1S becomes

2.16
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Considering a defonned cubic laltice and relating the direction cosine r1to the strain

tensor Lij we can get the expression for magneto-elastic energy. Since the magneto-

elastic energy has a linear dependence on strain, the crystal will deforme without limit

unless it is counter balance by elastic energy which increases rapidly because of its

quadratic dependence on strain. By differentiating the total energy Er= Emag.elastic

+Eelastic with respect to the strain components and selting the partial derivatives

equal to zero for minimum energy condition, we can obtain the relation as
-e- bo + 11 (..:l_I/)+b s + b., (d.+21S-I/) 217

u - ('it +2c12l «U-"l2) q 13 3 ("11+2"12) ("11+2"12) 1 13 13 .
-0 =' ~n.a, +~"',a ,(1- of - a2) 2.18

>-t) <44"') <44'" ) )

The fractional change in length of the crystal in any arbitrary direction is given by

An = L',r-1f!tjJJ3j 2.19

Substituting the values of eij from equation-2.16 to equation-2.17 we get

An = It"+ Il.(Eo{tf - ~)+ 2J'J.ct(a,;atfJJJj)+~s+!'4C£atP: +~ s- ~) +2Iljcta,;~(1- at - ~)AA
2.20

.Where Cij indicates a summation over terms with a cyclic permutation of the indices.

For hexagonal crystals the relation become modified due to different symmetry

condition and have been treated in detail by Mason and Lewis2.75. For cubic crystal

!f= Y2'AIOO(~~ + ~~ +a~- 1!J)+31111(a(aJJJ3z +a2a1JJJ3 + a3aJJ./3l) 2.20

Where A100 and A11 1 indicates strain along (100) and (111) direction respectively.

Thus the magnetostriction of a cubic crystal may be expressed in terms of Al 00 and A

111. The elongation in (110) is not independent of AI00 and A111 but is related to

them by

A110= 1/4 A 100 + 3/4 A 111
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If A.100 = A.11J = A.then equation-5 becomes

2.22

For polycrystalline materials the longitudinal magnetostriction is calculated by

averaging. equation -2.20 for different crystal orientations by assuming ui = Pi

where i= 1,2 and 3 thus

2.23

-l~

2.2.5. Magnetostriction of Polycrystal

The saturation magnetostriction of polycrystalline speCimen parallel to the

magnetization is characterized by a single constant )p. Its value depends on the

presence or absence of preferred domain or grain orientation. If the grain orientations

are completely random, the saturation magnetostriction of the polycrystal should be

.given by some sort of average over the orientations. When a polycrystal is saturated

.by an applied field, each grain tries to strain magnetostrictively in the direction of the

field bya different amount than its neighbours because of its different orientation.

One of tlle two extreme assumptions may then be made

1. Stress is uniform throughout but strain varies from grain to grain.

2. Strain is uniform imd stress varies from grain to grain. •
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111e condition of the uniform strain is usually considered to be physically more

realistic. For cubic crystal averaging equation-2.20 for overall orientation of the Ms

vector with a set of fixed crystal axes. We first express aI, a2, a3 in terms of the

angle e and ~ . The relations are

aI = sin f/aJsS, a2= sln~ sin6 and a3 = cos~ 2.24

on the surt:ace of a sphere of unit radius centered on the origin, the element of area is

dA=dl/(sin~)de Averaging over the upper hemisphere, we find the ,average value of A.

s/ to be
• !!.

l =! f j~(sin ifrJ9'd8
• 20-1lHl ,

2.25

,
Substitution of equation-2.21 for A.si and intregation lead to

2.26

2.2.6. Direction of linear Magnetostriction

Experiment have shown that the deformation depends upon the direction of

magnetization. For a cubic material magrietized in the direction given by the direction,

cosines aI, a2 and a3 with respect to the cube axes. This deformation is expressed

in strain component t:ijwhere i,j= x,y,z become in the first approximation
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2.27

The extra terms (-1/3) make the tolal change of volume nill.Trace of the matrix is

zero. The factors 3/2 ensure that the strain in the direction of magnetization with

respect to dIe non'magnetized state

(a~ = a~ = a~ = YJ)

is A100 and A111 in dIe (100) and (HI) directions respectively by dIe strain in a

direction pelvendicular to dIe field is 1/2A100 and 1/2A111 respectively. In an

arbitrary direction we dlen have magnetostriction parallel to the magnetization is given

as

A(al,aZ,aJ)= AlOO+3(AIlI - AlOO)(a~a~+a~a~ +a~ah+....... 2.29

In discussing the effect of a unidirectional stress it is convenient to divide materials in

two classes which are

1. Positive magneto stricti on

2. Negative magnetostriction

In materials of class-I the magnetostriction is increased by tension and the materials

expands when magnetized. In class-2, the magnetization is decresed by tension as a

results materials contract when magnetized.
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2.2.7. MagnetostTiction Arisingfrom Domain Rotation

Magnetostriction is associated with domain orientation. The change in dimension of a

single domain can be rotated in a simple quantitative way to change in direction of

magnetization in the domain as follows.

AI = ~A,(cosl (}- X> 2.30

Here e is the angle between the direction in which the change in length is measured.1t

is assumed now Ulat magnetostriction is independent of the crystallographic direction

of magnetization and that the change in volume is zero. The zero point of A] is chosen

so that the change in volume is zero. The zero point of A] to the longitudinal change

in length As when 6=0 at saturation.When the length is measured at right angle to the

direction of magnetization (Transverse effect) e=90 and the change in length A=-As/2.

For polycrystalline or amorphous materials the domain are initially oriented at

random. The same relation is applicable if one uses the average of cos2e overall the

domains. When the materials is unmagnetized <cos2e> av=]/3 and A=O. Upon

application of a strong field become zero and A =As- If the domain are not initially

random, one can use the relation
A'" 7l"A,[< cosl (}>av - X] - ~ A,[ < cos2 0>0 - Xl
= YzA.[ <cos2 O>av - < cos2 (}>ol

Where <coale> 0 = Initial domain distribution

<cos2e> av=Domain distribution at any time.

If Ule domain are oriented originally so that e=o for half of them and e= ]80 for other

half <cos2e> 0 = <cos2e> av =0 the reference point in a strong field e =0 and there
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is no change in ros28 and again A=O.Whenused in this sense, A depends decidedly

on the initial domain distribution while As can be determined in any specimen by

measuring A applying a saturation field applied first parallel and then at 90° to the

direction of measurement of A. The total change in length caused by the change in

field in the polycrystalline materials is then

t1Vl=3/2 As which is independent of initial domain distribution.
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Chapter-3

MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETIZATION OF Fe-AI ALLOY

SYSTEM:

3.1 DilTerentMethods for the Measurement of Magnetization

The methods, so far used for measuring magnetization of para, dia and anti ferro- .

magnetic substances are grouped in to three major classes. These are as follows.

(1) . Extraction method

(2) Vibrating sample method

(3) Force method:

(a) Faraday method

(b) Sucksmit11method

(c) Gouy method

3.1.1. Extraction Method:

This method involve the measurement of voltage or current which are induced in a

directional coil by a flux change when the applied magnetic field, coil position or sample

position is changed. Recently oscillatory coil or sample techniques have been used to

observe the magnetization of a sample by an a.c: method. All of t11ese teclmiques have

employed an arrangement in which t1le detection coil is synmtetrically distributed about

t1msample with t1le axis of the detection coil parallel to the applied magnetic field. One

major disadvantage of such a method is that unless an air-core solenoid type magnet is

used, t11eusual Laboratory magnet must be extensively modified. This method has



insufficient sensitivity when the susceptibility is small and it is normaly limited to

measurements at room temperature and below, because susceptibility decreases with

increasing temperature for dia and antiferromagnetics materials.

3.1.2. Force Method:

There are various techniques for the measurement of magnetization by this methods.

These include measurements using the Faraday effect, analysis of galvanomagnetic

effects, felTomagnetic resonance measurements e.t.c. These methods are based on the

measurement of the force acting on a body when it is placed in a non uniform magnetic

field. An instrument designed for this purpose is usually called a magnetic balance.

Theory of Force Method:

If a body is placed in a uniform magnetic field, it will rotate untill its long axis is parallel

to the field. The field then exerts equal and opposite forces in the two poles, so that

Ulere is no net force of translation.. On the other hand, if the field is non uniform.

increasing from left to right,as shown in Fig. -3.1.
-

-~

H

• x

FIG. 3 -) A BODY IN A NON UNIFORM MAGNETIC FIELD (H)
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3.1

\'

a pole strength P will be produced. As the field is stronger at the north pole than at the

SOUUI,there wi II be a net force to the right given by
Fx = -PH+ P(H+~:)= PI1/! =m* = Mv!iJ!-=t vH
F = 'V1JHdH = ZV(dH'), ",. di 2 . ax
Where m magnetic moment v volume of the body. Thus the body if free to do so, will

move to Ule right i,e in to the region of greater field stregth. For dia-magnetic substances

X=> -ve, its polarity in UJefield will be reversed and so it will move toward a region of

lower field strength. That is why it is known as dia-magnetic substance which is repelled

by the field. The phenomenon is shown in Figure-3.2.

N

S N
~

S

3.3

Diamagnetic

FIG. 3,2 POSITIONS OF DIAMAGNETIC AND PARAMAGNETIC
SUBSTANCE IN MAGNETIC F IEL D

If Ule field H is three dimentional, then

H2 = H;+H; +H: 3.2

and Ule force on the body along x-direction are
liH' {if' (if'

F,= X;(lf+-i-+--t-)

F (H (ii, H liH, H 8H.)
or x=%V 'ax+ y~+ %~

It is often necessary to correct for the effect of the medium, usually air, in which Ule

body is placed. As UJe susceptibility 'X of the body may not be greater Ulan the

susceptibility Xo of the medium, the force on the body then becomes
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It is often necessary to correct for the effect of the medium, usually air, in which the

body is placed. As the susceptibility X of the body may not be greater than the

susceptibility Xo of Ule medium, the force on the body then becomes

Fx=(%-%o)V(Hx~+Hy~+H.~) 3.4

"

because the motion of the body.in the +x direction must be accompanied by motion of an

equal volume of the medium in the -x directin.

J.l.J.Faraday Method:

In this method the specimen is small enough so that it can be located in the region where

Ule field gradient is constant UlfOUghoutthe specimen volume. The experiment set up is

shown in Figure-3.3.

Pole Gop

Balance

.y.

x

FIG. 3.3 EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT OF FARADAYS METHOD
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The field predominantly in the Y-direction and in the region occupied by the specimen,

Hx and Hz and their gradients with x are small. The variation of H; with x is shown by

the curve superimposed in the diagram and it is seen that
dEii = (2H dRy) 3 5
(Ii"" y (Ii"" .

is approximately constant over the specimen length. Equation 3.4 then become
dR

Fx = (x- Xo)vHy-if dynes 3.6

Fx is measured by suspending the specimen and Hy and dHy'dx will be measured by the

flux-meter.

3.1.4. Gouy Method:

Where the volume of the sample available is not limited, the method originated by Gouy

is usefhl. In Illis case, if the powder sample is packed in a long thin tube so that one end

can be in Ille region of maximum field between Ille poles of tlJe magnet and the other end

in Iivirtually field free region out side tlJe poles.

It is of course difficult to observe the magnetization in a truely uniform magnetic field.

Since the field gradient is essential for the production of tlJe .force. Moreover Illis

metlJod is not easily adaptable to routine measurements of magnetization versus applied

field for crystal willI magneto crystalline anisotropy. Objection to Ille use of force

mrtllOds for magnetic measurement of highly anisotropic materials have recently been

raised by Wolf.
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3.1.5.Sucksmith Method:

By Sucksmith ring balance one can measure susceptibility of the order of 10-6 It

consists of a ring balance. The ring is of phosphor bronze of 10 cm diameter made from

0.5"xO.Ol" strip. Two mirrors Ml and M2 are cemented on it. The ring is suspended

from above and. the specimen is hung from it between the magnetic poles. As the

specimen experiences a force the ring gets distorted and light beam reflected from MJ

and M2 is deflecled. The deflection is directly proportional to the force. The specimen

can be enclosed in a furnace for high temperature measurements or a cryostat for low

temperature measurements. Calibration is carried out by the use of a sample of known

susceptibility.

3.1.6. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer:

The vibrating sample magnetometer is a highly sensitive and versatile equipment for

measuring magnetization of small sample very acurately. It was first invented by " Van

oster hout" in 1956. In the same year another V.S.M was constructed by simon Foner

. independently.Because of some new and extra facilities of Foner3.1-3 instrument, it is

largely used in research laboratories and known as Foner type magnetometer and its

diagram is shown in Figure-3.4 ..

The most convenient arrangement is to drive either the sample or the deteclion coil with

a veltical rod, which passes between the pole faces of the magnet. The vibrating coil

teclmique has been devoloped by D.O. Smith and this technique has been used by

M.A.Mazid ,M.A. Chowdury and S. Akther3.4 to build the present V.S.M. in A.E.C.

which has been used to m~asure the magnetization of the Fe-AI alloy samples.
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The most convenient arrangement is to drive either the sample or the detection coil with

a vertical rod, which passes between the pole faces of the magnet. The vibrating coil

technique has been devoloped by D.O. Smith and this teclmique has been used by

M.A.Mazid ,M.A. Chowdury and S. Akther3.4 to build the present V.S.M. in A.E.C.

which has been used to measure the magnetization of the Fe-AI alloy samples.

The V.S.M. is based on the flux change in a coil when the sample is vibrated near it.

Sphere or disc shaped sample is glued to one end of the rod. The other end is comlected

to a loud speaker cone or to a mechanical vibrator. Current through the vibrator vibrates

the rod and the sample with 80 cycles/sec and with an amplitude of about 0.1 mm in a

direction at right angles to the magnetic field. The oscillating magnetic field of the

sample induces lIJI alternating e.rn.f. in the detection coil. The vibrating rod also carries

a refference specimen in the form of a small permanent magnet near its upper end. The

oscillating field of this magnet induces another e.m.f. in the reference coils. The voltages

from the two sets of coils are compared and the difference is proportional to the

magnetic moment of the sample. The flux change induces an e.m.f. signal proportional to

Ulemagnetization of the sanlple in .twopic-up coils placed symmetrically on either side
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of the sample and cOlUlected in series to add up the e.m.f.'s. The axis of the coils are

parallel to the direction of vibration of the sample. A reference signal is obtained by

vibrating a pemlanent magnet of known magnetic moment inside a coil with the

frequency and amplitude similar to the sample. Then the reference signal is brought in

phase with the sample signal compared in a null-detector, i.e lockin- amplifier. The

magnetic IIIoment produced by a current IUlfough Ule primary coil is given by

3.7

where r is the radius of UJeprimary coil and N] is the number of turns. The flux through

one of Ulesecondary coils of radius R and at a distance Z from the dipole is given by

3.8

3.9

The induced e.III.f. in Ule secondary coils (N2 turns) in add-up configuration is given by
E - ("'¥) &i _ [1'.1' { .5 ( R2)} ] Ii

- ~ &- Z. a -- -2- &- z'+Jf z=z. a
_ % p.pJfz.W~Z.(2N2)CO'(11;
- 2 (Z:~R2)U

Where the instaneous position of the primary coil is given by

3.10

&0 is Ule amplitude of vibration andw is the angular frequency of vibration.

3.1.7. Vibrating sample Magnetometer coil arrangement and Field

Distribution:

The advantage of sample vibration perpendicularly to the applied field can be fully

utilized only if a suitable detcetion coil arrangements can be devised as part of the
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vibrating dipole field. The scaler potential of fixed dipole M at the origin and pointed

along the x - direction is given by the relation

3.11

If M is vibrated in the z-direction with sufficiently small amplitude a, the time varying

potential in Ihe surrounding space coil be if,]eiwt, Where

"'" aM Z~ = -a( -;i) = --f-
r

3.12

The flux pattern of the time varymg part of the field is given by grad if,] .Its

configuration in the xz plane is shown in Fig-3.5 with coils at 45°

Figure 3.5: Time varying part of dipole field in x-z plane for vibration parallel

to z and dipole moment parallel to x.
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One of the most convenient detection coil arrlll18ements is the use of double coils, shown

in Fig.3 .6a. A special variations of relative output signal for two typical double coil

assemblies are ploted in Figure-3.7 and 3.8. The coil configuration shown in Figure 3.6a

has been employed extensively for. almost all our magnetic measurements. This

arrangement has proved both easy to assemble and most convenient in operation. Coils,

shown in Figure-3.6c have lJle general characteristics features shown in Figure-3.7 and

Figure-3.8. The arrlll18ement of a single coil is useful when very high fields are required

and is shown in Figure-3.6b.The out-put voltage in such a case can be maximized for

position in the x or y direction, so that the out-put signal is then insensitive to small

sample displacements in these directions.
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Figure-3.6a'shows tlte addition of a pair of coils coaxial witlt tlte z-axis. Witlt such an

arrangement the magnitude and directionoftlte magnetic moment vector in space can be

determined. Figure-3.6c shows a multiple coil arrangement which attempt to intercept a

maximum of tile sample dipole coils. An efficient modification of Figure-3.6c is shown

in Figure-3.6f. This coil geometry however is not easy to fabricate. Finally, tlte cross-

section of a coil geometry which reflects most of tlte dipole field symmetry properties is

shown in Figure-3.6g. It is directly derived from Figure-3.6f and leads to ratlter simple

computation of out put voltage versus geometric parameters.

3.1.8.Working procedure of Vibrating sample Magnetometer:

This is a sensitive equipment and it should be handled carefully. The following

procedure may be followed. The sample is fitted to a drive rod assembly and positioned

at about the mid point of tile sample coils by eye estimation. The switches of tlte

electromagnet power supply unit, tlte signal generator, the audio amplifier and tlte shifter

are then tumed on. At least half an hour is spent for tlte warming up of all the component

unit. The frequency of tlte sine wave from tlte signal generator is set at 80 Hz.

The gain of the audio amplifier is acljusted to make Ule out put signal driving tlte speaker

to about 3 volts peak to peak. This signal make tlte rod assembly vibrate witlt

sufficiently large amplitude. The sample signal alone is first seen on tlte d.c. meter of.

tile 10ck-in-anJplifier. The meter reading is maximised by changing tile phase of tlte

locking signal in tlte reference channel.
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1.

2.

The locking signal in the reference channel is brought in exact quadrature with the

sample signal to give a correct null reading on the meter. The two signals are then

brought in tlle same phase. The signal produced in the reference coil system is then

found to be a maximum reading on the meter to the right Similarly tlle reference coil

signal alone is next seen on tlle meter. This signal is first brought in quadrature with tlle

locking signal with tlle help of external phase shifter in such a manner that it gives a

deflection to tlle left on tlle meter, when it is again brought in phase Witll the sample

signal. The lock-in-amplifier is then set in the diferential mode.

3.1.9.Electronic circuit ofV.S.M. And its operation principle:

The vibrating sample magnetometer consists of a mechanical vibrator, a sme wave

generator, an audio lIIIIplifier,a ratio transformer, a phase-shifter, a lock-in-amplifier, a

pick-up coil system, a reference coil system, x-y recorder and an electro-magnet. A

schematic diagram of VS.M. is given "inFigure-3.9. The function of the associated

electronic circuits are

To pennit accurate calibration of the signal obtained from the detection coil.

To produce a convenient a.c. out put signal which is directIly related to the in-put

and which can be recorded.

3. To produce sufficient amplification for high sensitivity operation.

The signal generator sa feeds a sine wave of.80 Hz frequency to tlle audio amplifier

AA. The audio amplifier derives the loud speaker SP. Loud speaker is specieally

prepared vibrator which vibrate a glass rod .of assembly at the signal frequency 80 Hz.

The out put of tile signal generator is also cOl1l1ectedto the reference channel in-put of

tlle lock-in.amplifier lA. The drive rod assembly R tightly coupled to the vibrating paper
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cone of the speaker which vibrates ina vertical direction along its length. The amplitude

of vibration may be varied at will by changing the gain of the audio amplifier AA. A

pennanent (BllO, 6Fe2 03) magnet P of cylindrical shape is filled to the drive rod at its

lower end with the help of a sample holder H Two cylindrical sample coils, SC, with

their axis kept vertical, are placed on the opposite sides of the sample and along the line

joining Ule centres of the pole tips (NS) of the electro-magnet. They are connected in

series opposition and net out put signal is connected to the phase shifter through a

shielded cable. This pair of coils is referred to as the sample coil system. Another pair

of co-axial coils RC also connected to each other in series opposition is placed

synunetrically around the pennanent magnet P. This' coil pair is the reference coil

system.

As Ule drive rod assembly is vibrated with a particular frequency and amplitude, the

sample S induces a signal of Ule same frequency in the sample coil system. This signal

is proportional to the dipole moment of the sample S. As Ule field in the pole gap is

gradually increased by increasing Ule current Ulfough the electro-magnet EM, the sample

becomes magnetized more and more and induces a larger signal in the sample coil

system till it reaches' saturation magnetization. This signal directly goes to one of Ule

inputs of Ule Lock-in-amplifier. Similarly another signal of the same frequency is

induced in Ule reference coil system due to vibration of the permanent magnet P. Since

Ule moment of Ulemagnet is fixed, this signal is also of fixed amplitude for a particular

frequency and vibration amplitude.
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This signal is termed as the reference signal and it is first fed to a unity gain phase-

shifter unit PS. The phase shifter capable of continuously changing tJle phase from 0 to

360 degrees is used to bring the reference signal in phase with the sample signal. The

reference signal is compared with the sample signal in a lock-in-amplifier. The output of

the lock-in-anlplifier is fed to the Y axis of tJle x-y recorder. The magnetic field is

m~asured witJI hall probe which is fed to the input of the gauss meter. The output of the .

gauss meter is fed to tJle x input oftJle x-y recorder. The lock-in-amplifier is operated in

the differential in put mode and is used as a null detector. Since the sample S and the

permanent magnet P are vibrated witJI the same drive rod assembly, the sample signal

and tJle reference signal have a direct phase and amplitude relationship. As a result the

ratio of the sample signal to the reference signal is proportional to the magnetic moment

of tJle sample. The measurement is insensitive to small changes in tJle amplitude and

frequency of vibratiorm and tJle gain of the amplifier.

3.1.10. Description of Mechanical parts:

The various mechanical parts of tJle magnetometer are described in detailed in Figure-

3.10. The base B oflhe V.S.M. is a circular brass plate of 8 mm tJlickness and 250 nIDI

dianJeter. A brass tube T of 25 mm outer dia.meter and 0.25 mm thickness runs

normally through tJle base such that the axis of tJle tube and tJle centre of the plate

coincide. The base and tJle tnbe are joined together by soft solder. The tube extends 60

mm upward and 24 IMI downward from the base. There is a vacuum part on the lower

part of the tube 120 mm below the base. The lower end of the tube Tis joined to a brass

extension tube L by a tJlreaded coupling and an 0' ring seal. Another thin tube K made

of gennan silver and of 8 nun hiller diameter runs through the extension tube L from the .

coupling point to about 50
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nnn' below the sample position. Above the base there is a hollow brass cylinder M of

180 nun lengtll and 130 lrun inner diameter and having 40 unn wide collars at its bOUI

ends. The lower collar seats on an 0' ring seal which is situated in circular groove in the

base plate. OnUle uper colhir there seats an aluminium top N WiUIan 0' ring seal. The

brass cylinder M has a side port VP. This is again a brss tube of 41 lrun diameter and 43

mm lengtll. The port has a collar at the end away from the cylinder. A perspex vacuum

feed through it fitted at its end wiUI 0' ring seal. This port is cOlmected to the cylinder

by soft solder. Electrical connections from the audio amplifier to the speaker and from

Ule reference coil system to the phase-shifter are taken via the perspex-through. By

corulecting Ule vacuum port of Ule tube T to a vacuum pump, the sample enviroment can

be changed. The speaker SP is fitted 25 mm above the tube Twith the help of a brass

stand. The lower end of the stand are screwed to the base plate while the rim of the

speaker is screwed on Ule top of the stand. The speaker has a circular holo of 10 unn .

diameter along Ule axis of it.An aluminium disc having female threads in it is fitted to

Ule paper cone with araldite. The aluminium connector having male Urreads on it and

attached to Ule drive rod assembly fits in the aluminium disc and thus the drive rod

assembly is coupled to Ule speaker. The drive rod assembly consists of two detachable

parts which are joined togeUler by means of aluminium Urreaded corulecto~s.Each part is

a Ulin pyrex glass tubing of 4 mm diameter. The upper part has a small permanent

magnet P situated 100 nun below Ule aluminium connector attached to it. At Ule lower

end of Ule drive rod assembly a 'perspex sample holder having quite thin wall CllJIbe

fitted tightly WiUIthe sample in it. A few perspex spacers are also attached to the drive

rod Uu'oughout its lengtll. The spacers guide the vibration of Ule sample only in it

v6ltical direction and slopes sidewise vibration or motion. The total lengtlt of the drive

rod assembly is 920mm.
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3.1.11. Sample and .'eference coils:

Both the sample coil system and the 'reference coil system are each a double coil

system, The reference coil system consists of two coils wound oppositely side by side

011lhc two gro(lves of a fonncr. The fonncr is made of bakelite, Each c~il is 4nU11long,

2mm tirick and its irmer diameter is 25mm. The wire is supperenamelled BICC coper

wire of 0.02mm diameter. Total number of turns in each coil is 6000. Since the two coils

are comlecLed in series opposition the out put signal is only due to the vibrating

pamlanent magnet P. Any noise induced in it due to background will be minimum. The

coil system fits over the brass tube T about 25mm above the base. It is positioned by

moving it lip and down tire tube T while vibrating the pennanent magnet. The length of

tire coil is 611unand its diameter is 4mm. The smne superenamelled BICC wire of 0.02

mm diameter has been used in tilese coils. The number of turns of each coil is 6000

again. The signal due to tile sanlple moment enduced in the sample coils system is in

principle, given by the relation

Va = Ks WA exp(Wit)Ia (3.13)

Where Ka is a constant dependent on the coil geometry, W is the angular frequency of

vibration, A is tire amplitude of vibration. Ma is the magnetic ml;)mento[the sample. The

e.m.f. enduced in tile reference coil is given by

Vr = Kr WA exp(Wit) Ir (3.14)

Taking the r.nlS. values of Va and Vr it can be seen that the ratio of the two signal is

independent of frequency and amplitude. The ratio is given by
v: - (1';),,,., _ K,M,
out - (Vr),.m.s - K;M;

(3.15)
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where K is a constant, since Ks, Kr and Mr are constant. Here Vout is actually the ratio

transfonner reading.

3.1.12. Sensitivity ofV.S.M.:

The sensitivity of a V.S.M. is usually detennined by the signal to nOise ratio. The

maximum sensitivity of tile lock-in-amplifier is 10 micro volts r.m.s. So the differential

metilOd has been used to measure the sensitivity. It is found to be about 10-4 e.m.u. It

may be mention here tilat the sensitivity of commercial v.s.m. made by PARC (princeton

Applied Research corporation U.S.A.) is about 5x10c5 e.m.u. With the sensitivity so far

achieved, this v.s.m. can be used for investigation of ferro-magnetic, ferri-magnetic and

strongly para-magnetic material at room temperature.

3.1.13 Advantage and Disadvantage ofVSM:

This meUlOd is versatile and sensitive. It may be applied to both weakly and strong

magnetic substances and it can detect a change in magnetic moment of 5x1O-5

ergloested which correspond to a change in mass susceptibility of 5x10-9 emu/gm for 1

gm. of sample in a field of 10,000 oested. The greatest advantage of this method is that

any laboratory magnet can be used for this equipment. It is not generally suited to the

detemlination of the magnetization curve or hysteresis loop of a magnetically soft

material. The specimen has to be short and demagnetizing field is then such a large

fi'action of the applied field that the true field is uncertain. This problem can be removed

by detenning saturation magnetization because knowledge of the true field at saturation

is not necessary.
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3.2. Effective Magnetic Field

Since our available field could not increased beyond 9 K gauss which after correction

for demagnetizing field reduce to an effective field of 2.5 K gauss, the saturation

magnetization corressponding to infinite field are calculated for different alloys of Fe-AI

alloys by extraploting the experimental values to infinite field. This is done by ploting

specific magnetization against recipocal of the applied fields and is shown in Figure _

3.12.

3.3. Measurement of Magnetization

The magnetization measurement of iron-aluminium is chosen to find the magnetization

process of the materials and also its saturation magnetization. This magnetic

characteristics are important for determining the performance of this materials as it has

been used for designing various devices and system. A commercial sample of iron-

aluminium is chosen for magnetization measurement to look at the saturation

magnetization and to investigate the possibility of its application in designing transducer.

The magnetization measurements of FelOO.xAlx (x = 2, 8, 10, 12 and 14) are measured

by means of a vibrating sample magnetometer. The magnetization cr as a function of

magnetic field are measured in different applied fields with a maximum of 2.5 Kilo

oersted.

The measurements are confined to room temperature only because of the nonavailability

of high temperature oven and low temperature cryostat. The magnetization curves are

shown in Figure- 3.11 and 3.13. It is seen that the magnetization is increasing slowly

WiUlUle increase ofthe applied field tables 3.1-3.5. The specific magnetization values a
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are tJlen ploted against ~, which is found to be linear for higher value of H. The value

of cr at :i = 0 is taken as tJle value of magnetization at saturation . These curves are

shown in Figure 3.12.

The concentration dependence of fue saturation magnetization is shown graphically In

Figure 3.13.
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TABLE-31

VARIATION OF MAGNETIZATION WITH FIELD FOR Fe98AL2 AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE

.

FIELD IN MAGNETIZATION FIELD IN MAGNETIZAliQri

OERSTED emu/mIl OERSTED emu/mIl

12.15 5338 185.06 155.78

16.57 61.10 . 208.03 162.78

19.82 68.60 258.74 168.91

25.99 76.10 309.45 175.04

47.12 83.14 331.88 182.04

69.55 90.14 411.20 187.29

80.28 97.50 462.24 193.41 .

85.80 105.02 541.23 198.67

89.38 112.60 620.5 203.92

102.06 119.90 728.49 . 208.29

113.11 127.25 949.88 209.17

118.31 134.78 1171.59 210.04

140.74 141.78 1420.39 210.08

163.17 148.78
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TABLE-3.2

FIELD IN MAGNETIZATION FIELD IN MAGNETIZATIOli
:

OERSTED emu/em OERSTED ' emu/em

18.12 63.42 398.75 ; 155.24

74,68 69.61 403.75 163.08

82.81 77.35 468.12 170.94

91.25 85.08 432.81 178.15

99.37 92.82 569.68 181.77

107.81 100.55 698.75 185.64

115.93 108.29 755.62 191.82

212.81 113.19 957.18 193.37

350.31 11679 1183.12 194.14

358.43 124.53 1420.63. 194.54

385.00 131.68 1658.75 194.92

390.62 139.50 1904.06 195.07

393.75 147.40 2149.06 195.23
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TABLE-J.J

VARIATI0N OF MAGNETIZATION WITH FIELD FOR Fe90A1I0 AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE

FIELD IN MAGNETIZAT- FIELD IN MAGNETIZA-
TION TION

OERSTED emu/em OERSTED emu/em

21.80 31.77 322.39 143.80

40.26 39.29 366.41 150.00

45.78 47.23 384.56 158.02

51.00 55.18 403.02 165.54

69.46 62.70 421.17 173.07 .

87.61 70.23 542.47 177.25

106.07 77.75 612.35 183.10 .

II 1.29 85.70 733.64 187.28

116.82 93.64 906.36 189.79

160.83 100.33 1130.50 190.63 --
166.36 108.27 1367.87 191.04

184.82 115.79 1617.26 191.06
.

102.97 123.32 . 1866.64 191.08 .
208.50 131.62 2116.03 191.10 --
309.50 138.99 2367.04 191.10

.'
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TABLE-3.4

VARIATION OF MAGNETIZATION WITH FIELD FOR Fe88A112 AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE

FIELD IN MAGNETIZA. - FIELD IN MAGNETIZA .,:
TION TION

OERSTED IN emu/glll OERSTED IN emu/glll

10.11 49.09 273.67 147.49

12.46 57.25 347.95 153.28

13.28 65.46 452.57 158.07

45.37 72.64 508.63 164.46

52.87 80.63 565.00 170.84

84.96 87.81 669.62 175.63

92.47 95.80 749.97 181.22

100.27 103.78 927.13 183.62

156.34 110.17 1128.57 185.22

164.14 118.15 1378.26 185.23

220.21 124.54 1627.96 185.24

228.01 132.52 1877.66 185.25

259.80 139.71 2127.85 185.26
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TABLE-l.5

VARIATION OF MAGNETIZATION wrrn: FIELD FOR FeS6AI14 AT ROOM

TEMPERATIJRE

Field in Mllgnetiza. : Field inOen MagnetiZQ.: Field ill Magneti7L1'
bon In t.ecl.. L'LOVl- Itl tlo~lloersted oeq,tf4 oers-tso.-9,. Oersted --.9 e.r,$

15.32 16.22
.

240.82 92.28 593.41 164.10
20.23 19.39 265.48 94.80 628.82 166.20
34 ..42 22.26 297.66 97.67 653.77 168.77.
48.41 25.13 293.85 100.54 667.96 171.64
60.40 28.08 297.27 103.77 703.38 173.80 .

1-.71.30 31.06 311.16 106.65 715.80 176.67
75.92 34.25 314.58 109.88 785.28 177.75
83.53 37.34 318.01 113.11 863.74 178.47
88.15 40.52 337.58 115.80 935.45 179.55
92.77 43.72 362.23 118.32 1029.96 179.55

~94.26 46.68 384.79 120.91 1129.36 179.62
105 50 390.60 124.06 1221.06 179.65
111.11 53.14 388.24 127.48 1328.46 179.65
135.76 55.66 391.77 130.71 1428.16 179.66
139.18 58.89 427.48 132.86 1527.87 179.67
153.37 61.76 432.10 136.05 1627.56 179.68
167.56 64.63 434.03 139.33 1727.26 179.69
181.45 67.51 448.22 142.20 1826.99 179.70
184.47 70.74 492.40 145.07 1926.67 179.71
188.29 73.97 476.59 147.94 2026.37 179.72
202.48 76.84 490.48 150.82 2126.07 179.73
216.37 79.72 504.66 153.69 2226.07 179.73
219.79 82.95 529.62 156.20 2326.07 179.73
223.21 86.18 554.29 158.2 2426.07 179.73
258.93 88.33 568.95 161.59

.

2526.07 179.73
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. TABLE-3.6

VARIATION .OF SATURATION MAGNETIZATION OF FelOO-XA1X WITH

INVERSE FIELD AS A FUNCTION OF CONCENTRATION AT ROOM

TEMPERATURE.
Concentration Saturation Field in IlHaKg.-1
of AI in Fe Magnetization oersted .

emu/an .
2 at. % 210.04 . 1420.29 .704
8 a1:.% 195.30 1904.04 .525
10 aL% 191.1 0 2116.03 .4725
12 at.% 185.26 2377.35 .420
14 at.'?-o 179.55 2526.07 .3958

TABLE -3.7:

COMPARISON OF. MAGNETIZATION BETWEEN 2.5 K. OERSTED AND

INFINITE MAGNETIC FIELD
Magnetization
at 2.5 K. oersted
210.04
195.30
191.04
185.22
179.55

TABLE-J.8

Magnetization at
infinite field
213.5
198.80
194.25
189
182.5

From Ihe linear part of magnetization Versus field graph t1le calculated values of initial

Field in
oersted
30
60
50
150
260

64

Magnetization
in emu/ II

47.5
56.25
31.25
60
77

Slope = Magneti
Field in oersted
1.58----_.
0.9375
0.625
0.40
0.296
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3.4. Results and Discussion

Although tile study of microscopic structure of magnetic materials has led to important

advances, future improvements reqmre further understanding of the fundamental

processes of magnetization and a study of sub-microscopic and atomic influences.

Aluminium is soluble in iron in tile range of alloys up to tile ordered alloy Fe yH It also

fOllus a super lattice FeAI at 50 at.% of Aluminium. The ordered system are b.c.c with

tile Al atom occupying aItemate body centres in FejAI and in FeA~ Al occupies all the

body centre position. For tile alloy up to 15 at. % of Al magnetization decreases with

increasing Al content as if by simple substitution. Nathans, Pigatt and shu1l3.5 have

shown by neutron diffraction that Al atoms carry negligible moment. The Fe-1 atoms

cuny a moment of 2.1f1B which is nearly tile same as tile usual value 2.2}lB of an iron,

atom, while the Fe-II carry a moment of 1.5}lB. Arrot and sat03.6 have shown that the

most impOltant commercial alloys are those with 12 to 16 atomic percent of Al in iron.

Alloy containing up to. 16 atomic% of aluminium have high resistivity and when

cOITectly treated have high maxImum permeabilities and low coercivities. The iron

aluminium alloys up to 10 atomic percent of aluminium are characterized by

ductility,good soft magnetic properties and increasing electrical resistivity with

increasing aluminium content. Considerable work has been done on the alloys near 2%

of Aluminium where fairly high degree of double orientation has been obtained. The

purpose of tIlis investigation is to study the alloys of aluminium content from 2% to 14%

aluminium in iron in order to make use of the high magnetostrictive properties of these

alloys. The body centred cubic phase of iron can be retained for additions of up to

slightly more than one aluminium atom for every iron atom. The iron and aluminium

aloms however do show strong lendencies loward ordering within this fllnge of solid

solution, tile exact nature of the phase diagram is still under investigation.
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Since the value of magneto-crystalline anisotropy decreases with increasing value of

Aluminium it would nonnally be expected that the saturation field for iron-aluminium

alloys should be lower for higher values of Aluminium. However we observed that the

saturation value of the field increases with increasing percentage of aluminium. This is

explained as due to increasing value of magnetostriction with the addition of aluminium.

Since our specimens are likely to be strained, magnetostriction constrains the domain

wall movements and hence the magnetization process of the alloys, with higher values of

Aluminium thus requiring higher field for attaining saturation. The concentration

dependance of the saturation magnetization is shown in Figure- 3.13.

Initial magnetization curves of iron aluminium for varying compositions are consistent

wit1, t1le assumption that t1le magnetization is controled by domain wall pinning. The

magnetization of iron aluminium alloys at room temperature has been visualised as the

movement of domain. In our experiment the magnetization is found to be 210.04

emu/gm for 2 atomic percent of Al in iron,195.30 emu/gm for 8 atomic percent of Al in- ,

iron, 191.04 emu/gm for 10 atomic percent of Al in iron, 185.22 emu/gnl for 12 atomic

percent of Al in iron and 179.55 emu/gm for 14 atomic percent of AI in iron

respectively.' The magnetic moments are assumed to be due to t1te iron atoms which are

ferro-magnetically coupled to t1lenearest neighbours which are also iron atoms. For t1te

aluminium iron alloys wit11low concentration of aluminium, the aluminium atoms acts as

non magnetic subst.itute of magnetic iron atoms; thereby reducing the resulting

magnetization in proportion to the atomic percentage of aluminium. From the results

shown in t1leFigure 3.11 the reduction of magnetization is 13.99 for 14 atomic percent

of aluminium. Since t1lemeasurements are done at room temperature, t1leagreement is in

fact even better than expected. This is because only at abosolute zero degree of

temperature t1msaturation magnetization should follow the rule of proportional decrease

of magnetization according to t1m rule of corresponding states. hI our case t1le alloy
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composition have different curie temperatures and the reduced temperatures are not

used. Coupling of Ule angular momentum (L) and spin (3) also contribute small magnetic

moments per atom. Our results have some approximations in these respect.

The actual mechanism of ferro-magnetic ordering is infact more complicated than simple

dilution of magnetic iron atoms by non magnetic aluminium atoms. Besides the ferro-

magnetic exchange interaction between Ule nearest neighbour iron atoms, Ulere is also ail

antiferromagnetic exchange interaction by indirect super exchange between the iron

atoms which are separated by an aluminium' atom. This negative interaction becomes

increasingly important when Ule probability of an aluminium atom to become the nearest

neighbour of an iron atom increases due to increased percentage of aluminium.

In our choosen range of composition' this effect can be l1eglected in Ule first

approximation. However this aspect of complex exchange mechanism has to be kept in

mind wiUlOut which the sharper fall of magnetization with aluminium concentration at

high values of aluminium in Ule iron-aluminium alloy system can not be understood.

Initial penneabilities of different alloys of iron-aluminium for different compositions as

calculated from Ule linear part of the magnetization versus field curves are given in

table-3.11

It is observed that the permeability decreases with increasing percentage of

aluminium. The minimum is for 14 atomic percent of aluminium which is .296

emu/oersted.

PenneabiIity is determined by magnetostriction and magneto-crystalline anisotropy, both

of which decrease permeability with their increasing values. In Ule case of Fe-AI alloy
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magnetocrystalline anisotropy decreases willI increasing percentage of aluminium. It is

therefore, expected llmt penneability should increase with increasing percentage of

aluminium. This was also reported by Naclnnan and Buehler3.7 However, we observed

an increase of penneability willI increasing percentage of aluminium. This is explained

as due to llle contribution of increased magnetostriction with increasing percentage of

aluminium. This becomes important when the materials are subjected to internal

stresses. The specimenes when prepared in a high vacuum and without internal stress,

effect of magnetostriction can be avoided and anisotropy alone contributes to

penneability. The difference between our results and those of other mentioned above

can llrus be explained.

Since our developed iron-aluminium alloy is intended to be used as magnetostrictive

material ralller than as a magnetically soft materials, this stress induced magnetic

hardness is not much of an obstacle in the application of this alloy.

For power applications a magnetic material must be soft, with high induction value and

high resistivity.AllllOugh silicon-iron is 'used as the most common soft magnetic material,

iron aluminium also has the same properties as those of silicon iron. However, it has

added advantage as also some disadvantages. The majore differences that are found

between low percent aluminium iron alloys and equivalent percent of silicon iron alloys

are:

I. aluminium iron is more powerful deoxdizer than silicon.

II. aluminium iron show improved ductility. It is thus possible to cold reduce

aluminiulII, iron alloys containing up to 6% aluminium by as much as 90%.

COllunercial production of aluminium iron alloys was limited in their early states of

development because of llle relative high cost of aluminium and because of the greater

difficulty in preventing segregation of aluminium during melting process. However the
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cost picture has equalized in recent year and with modem induction melting equipment

Ule segregation problem has practically been eliminated. The work of sugihara3.8 and

Helms3.9 illustrated that magnetic properties of isotropic aluminium iron alloys are

comparable to Ulose of equivalent silicon iron alloys.

Our measurements of magnetization and magnetostriction were carried out on Ule as

prepared specimens. However, Ule effect of annealing has very impOltant influence on

magnetization process and magnetostriction because of the high value of

magnetostriction of Ulis alloy system. In order to use this alloy as a soft magnetic

material to replace iron silicon alloy, the specimens should be stressfree. Further work

on iron aluminium alloy system with higher range of composition and under relieved

strains by appropriate heat treatments in vacuum can be very useful for beller

understanding of Uleir magnetic characteristics. This will also require measurement at

high and at very low temperatures.

The measured results unvail Ule fact that domain wall movements and magnetization is

inhibited until I the field reaches the critical field HO the field required to free the,
domain walls IT-ompimling centres. With Ulis model it is predicted that He = Ho. The

results of Figure-3.11 shows Ulat our values of Ho is affected by magneto stricti on and

stress.
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CHAPTER-4

MEASUREMENT OF MAGNETOSTRICTION OF Fe lOO-xA1x
ALLOY,10.27Dy. 73Fe2 AND Ni:

4.t: Technique of Measurement of Magnetostriction:

The change in dimension of a magnetic material in an applied field which we call

nmgnetostriction, is usually of the order of 10-3 to 10-6. The measurement of such a

small dimensional change can be conveniently measured using an electrical resistance

slrain gauges. The gauge is cemented on the specimen in a precisely determined

direction along which the measurement is required to be made. The use of strain gauge

is based on the assumption that any strain characteristic of the specimen on which the

gaUges is bonded, is transmitted faithfully to the electrically sensitive zone of the gauge

and is observed as a resistance change.

The experimental set up consists of a strain sensing device that is strain gauge, a d c.

bridge, d.c. amplifier, x-y recorder and a rotatable electromagnet. A rotatable

electromagnel is used to apply tlie magnetic field in the. desired direction. The

component elements ar~ arranged in the wheatstone bridge fashion. Asgarf.1 measured

magnetostriction of some ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic metals using tile same

teclmique.
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4.2. The Wheatstone Bridge Principle:

The use of wheatstone bridge is quite well known as a convenient method for measuring

fractional change in resistance. A de. wheatstone bridge in slightly out of balance

condition is used to measure the fractional change in resistance in the active gauge. The

simple type of dC.wheatstone bridge circuit is shown infigure-4.1.

,----,I A I

l~~j,V.
p

q

D.C
A. i",LP

1'19.4.1 D.C. Wheatstone Briclge cjrcu.it
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When the resistance of tile active gauge is chllllged from A to A+dA a corresponding

out of balance voUage is developed across the input of the d.c. amplifier. Then a

deflection is observed in tile Nanovollmeter which is cOlUlected to the wheatstone

bridge circuit. If the deflection of a nanovollmeter is to be used as a measure of the

strain, it is necessary to calibrate tile Nanovollmeter.

4.3. Straillgauge Bonding

The. idea of bonding the resistance type' strain gauge directly to the material was

conceived at Califomia Institute of Technology in the application to a tensor impact

test, Rage at MassachueUs institute of Technology at about the same time conceived

tile idia of bonding the wire to a paper and bonding the paper with a common glue to the

material where tile strain is to be measured. This bonded wire type of electrical

resistance strain gauge consists of a grid of fine alloy wire bonded to a paper base. In

using tilis gauge, it is cemented to the surface of the specimen. It is necessary to have

very fine scratches on the gauges and specimen surface. The specimen surface is

naturally left with fine ilTegularities of six micron order which is tile grain size of the

grains of polishing paste used in specimen polishing.

Now sOllIe epoxy glue is applied to the gauge surface and the gauge area of the

specimens. Then !lIe gauge is placed on the specimen surface and tile small pressure is

ar -lied for two days on tile gauge and the system is allowed to dry at room

temperature.
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4.4. Strain gauge Technique

The strain gauge technique is used in magnetostriction measurement. This method was

first developed by Goldman4.2. The gauges can be used on a very small disk shaped

specimen cut in a definite crystallograpic plaile imd the gauge can be bonded in a

precisely detennined direction.

The strain gauge works on the principle that when a fine wire in the form of a grid or a

thin foil and embeded in a paper or epoxy film, is bonded finnly on a specimen using a

ce~nent or some epoxy glue, it follows the strain ofthe specimen and shows a change in

resistance proportional to tlle strain. Mathematically tllis effect can be expressed as
. '-

dt = C4f

Where dR/R is the fi'actional change in resistance, G is the gauge factor and dill is the

strain along the gauge direction.

The magnetic strain in tlle crystal is determined from the change in resistance of the

gauge fixed on llie specimen in relation to tlle resistance of another dummy gauge

bonded on a reference specimen using a resistance bridge in tlle out -of balance

condition.

4.5. Orientation ofthe gauge position relative to the Magnetic Field

The magnetization increase willi an increase of llie field and finally reaches the

saturation magnetization which is normally denoted by Is. Similarly tlle strain due to

nmgnetotostrictjon changes with increase of magnetic field intensity as shown in Figure-

4.6,4.12 & 4.14 and finally reachees the saturation value As- The reason is that the

crystal lattice inside each domain is spontaneously defOlmed in the direction of domain
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magnetization and its strain axis rotates with a rotation of the domain magnetization,

thus resulting in a defotnmtion of the specimen as a whole.

When the magnetic field is applied the magnetic domain wall movement starts. In the

initial state, if tile magnetiic field H makes an angle If Witll the easy axis, the

magnetization takes place by. the displacement of 180 domain wall untill the

magnetization reaches tile value Is coslf, during this process no magnetostriction is

observed. The entire magnetization takes place by the diplacement of tile walls, among

which only 90° walls are effective in giving rise to the elongation. Thus the

magnetostriction depends on the case of displacement of 90° walls relative to that of

1800 walls. This gives rise to magnetostriction that is changing lattice dimension. This

magnetostriction effect can be looked at as due to predominance of the strain axes in

the direction of measurement. The variation of magnetostriction as a function of angular

position is shown in Figure-4.7-4.11 & 4.13 respectively.

4.6. Bridge circuit sensitivity and calibration

The circuit used for measurement of the resistance change in the gauge is a de.

wheatstone bridge circuit as shown in figure-4.1. 11included a reversing switch S to

ascertain to what extent, thetn181 e.m.f. in to tile circuit are effecting the balance

condition of the bridge. The nanovollrneter used was a Keithley model 140 of high

sensitivity and a period of 2.5 second. This low periodic time of the instrument enable

quick recording of output of balance deflections, thus minimising errors due to drift

and fluctuation from thennal e.m.f.'s in the circuit. The bridge sensitivity changed

linearly witll bridge cUlTent. Bridge current are restricted to a maximum of 25 rnA to

prevent over heating in the gauge. circuit. In tile figure 4.1 represent tile active strain

gauge in contact with tile specimen and D represent the dummy gauge in the same

enviroment as tile active gauge. Any tllermal fluctuations which
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TABLE -4.1
vARIATION OF MAGNETIC FIELD WITH APPLIED ELECTRIC CURRENT

JS:ALIBRATION DATA OF THE ELECTRO-MAGNET)
r FlEi~D~CURi~ENT- -FLUX t\'lEl'E METER R

--
AVERAGE MAGNETIC FIE

IN A~H). RREiV)ING DEFLECTION IN GAUSS LD
._------_ ..~------_._---

I (-)
-=-------------

-----_._----_._-- !1~
.25 2 3 2.5 250
----
.50 4 4.50 4.25 425
-----
.75 . 6 6 6.00 600 .
--
1.00 7 8 7.50 760

1.25 9.5 9.7 9.60 960

1.50 11 11.5 11.25 1125

1.75 13 13 13.00 1300

2.00 15 15 15.00 1500

2.25 17 17 17.00 1700
-----_._----
2.50 19 19 19.00 1900

2.75 21 21 21.00 2100

3.00 22 23 22.50 2250
-

3.25 24.5 25 24.75 2475

3.50 26 27 26.50 2650

3.75 28 29 28.50 2850
.

-_._---------- ----
4.00 30.5 31 30.00 3075
._--_._-.------_ ..-----

4.25 32 33 32.50 3250
.

-.--------
4.50 34 34.5 34.25 3425

4.75 36 36.5 36.25 3625

5.00 38 38 38.00 3800

5.25 39 40 39.50 3950

5.50 41 42 41.50 4150

5.75 43.5 44 43.75. 4375
--- -- ----- - -

6.00 45 46 45.50 4550

--
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occured in gauge A also occured in gauge D and since these are in opposing arms of

the bridge, the net effect of the flucluation should be zero. The D.C. bridge is

calibrated by changing l1le variable resistance in N arm of Figure 4.1 and the

cOITesponding Nanovoltmeteneading is obtained. Nanovoltmeter deflection Vs change

in resistance is ploted in Figure 4.2 and l1lerelation is found to be linear.

4.7 Gauge Cit-cuit:

The gauge circuit is consist of an active gauge, a dummy gauge, a fixed resistance and

a variable resistance which are set in l1lefour alms of d c" wheatstone bridge iu slightly

oul of balance condition. When the resistance of the active gauge is changed from R to

R+t'1R, a corresponding oul of balance voltage developed across the input of the dc.

amplifier. Then lhe deflection is observed in I1le nanovoltmeter which is connected to

I1lewheatstone bridge curcit input.

4.8 D.C.Amplifier:

Nanovoltmeler model-1404.3 is used for measurmg the small out of balance dc.

voltage. It acted as a potentiometric amplifier and had a sensitivity of 0.1 ,HVfor full

scale defleclion in the highest sensitivity range. A panel switch selector permitted the

meter sensitivity to be altered. Any a.c. signal superimposed on the dc. voltage to be

measured is almost entirely attenuated, the filtering faclor being inversely proportional

to the fi'equency. We used an aditional filter circuit to get rid of any a. c. components of

very low frequency before 111esignal entered 11mrecoder. The zero drift was less than

0.05 IIV/hour. When all sources of thermo e.m.f. are reduced by using low thermal
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(4.1)

solders and protecting the metalic junctions from thermal fluctuations. The input

resistance 'of the d.c. amplifier is about 1 megaohm in all ranges.

4.9 Sensitivity and Calibration ofthe D.C. Bridge:

The current flowing in de. bridge circuit is given in terms of the parameter of the de.

bridge shown in figure-4.1 is
1 - - E . x(~)
G - (B+D+A+1W)(Z+N+A+W) I+KlIA

Thus
K - M(D+Z)+(B+N)(M+D+Z)

- M(B+D+A+1W)(Z+N+A+1¥)
(4.2)

(4.3)

Equation-4.1 is an exact algebric solutin for Ig, where the circuit on the righ.t hand side

of points PQ has been treated as a current measuring device of input resistance Z. Since

tile bridge is only slightly unbalanced Kfj A«1 and the factor 1+ KL14 can be replaced

by unity. Also. since the input resistance of the measuring unit is of the order of one

megaohm, we can put Z --f oc in equation-4.1 and obtain the expression for the

maJ,inium voltage sensitivity correspoding to B=O, close to tile balance condition of the

bridge
X(Mg) _ .ED

. 7iA 0 - (D+AJ'

In our bridge D represents the resistance of the dumy gauge and A that of the active

gauge. BoUI have Ule same value of 120 olun in the unstrained condition. Thus the

fi-actional change in resistance can be written as

(':t) = 4Z:g (4.4)
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Thus the out of balance voltage ZL1lg measured, maintains a linear relationship with ,d.

A/A, giving a constant sensitivity. The deviation fTom linear relat.ionship will only occur

. if 1l1econdit.ion 1+Kd.4 =1 does not hold. It can be shown t.hat !lIe fract.ional en'or

involved for this assumption is at. most. MIA. In our measurement L1RIR is never

exceeded 10-3 which conesponds t.o a fractional enol' of 0.1%.

The bridge is calibrat.ed by changing the resistance parnllel t.o the 10 ohm resist.ance in

Ille alTns N of Ille bridge. The minimum voIt.age that. could be measured willlOut. noise

and drift is of Ule order of 10-6 conesponding t.o 1mm deflect.ion in the nanovoItmet.er.

The gauge fact.or of Uie strain gauge is 2.09 and the voIt.age supplied t.o the bridge is

two volt.s. Thus Ule maximum strain sensit.ivit.y is of the order of 2.5x1 0-6 from

equat.ion-4.4. The sensitivit.y of the bridge could be increased further eilller by

increasing !lIe cUlTent in the circuit. or by using higher gain in the amplifier. The upper

usuable limit. is det.ennined by the maximum allowable joule heating in the gauges and

the signal t.onoise rat.io. For minimizing the noise,all connection are made with co-axial

cables, so U131all parts are well screened.

4.10. The choise of dummy Material:

It is essential to make tlle gauging circuit invariant in respect to active gauge. That is

why the dummy material require an identical and similar behaviour of the active gauge

for justifyil\g Ule use of a compensating gauge for all strain measurements. The nearest

approach to I1liscondit.ion can be achieved by using two ident.ical gauges willI ident.ical

stnin and kept. in 1l1e same Ulermal condit.ions. we used .fused silica glass as dummy

materials for it.s negligible thennal expansionco-efficients. The other gauge is

connect.ed t.oU1ematerial sanlple for which we desired to measure the magnet.ostriction.
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4.11 The Specimen Holder:

The specimen and the dummy must be placed in an identical thennal condition for

accurate measurement. Any difference in the thennal inviroment of the active and

dummy gauge effect the results drastically. To maintain an identical thennal inviroment

for the gauges, a cylindrical shaped specimen holder is made as shown in Figure-4.3

Initially a copper rod of dianleter 16 mm is taken in which two identical grooves of

thickness 7 lrun and width 10 mm are cut and partition by a thin section of width of 2

mm. This arrangement made it possible to keep the active and dummy specimen as

close as posible. A specimen and the dummy are fixed on the opposite face of a thin

partition which is in between the two cavity. Two identical strain gauge one on the face

llf the act ive specimen oilIer on the dmIllny specimen are glued.Electrical cOlmecl.ion

fi'om the gauges are taken

I
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Fig. ~.a; Specimen Holder
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out Uuough Ule hole of 2 nun diameter made in the centre of the specimen holder. A

quaItz glass tube of 8 nlll1diameter and 100 cm in length is taken. One end of this glass

tube glued with a copper strip. The specimen holder is UIen attached to this slip WiUI

screw. Electrical connection is taken out through the glass tube. A copper hollow tube

of 16 nlln intemal diameter is used as a jacket to keep the active and the dUI1ll1lYat the

same temperature and to isolate Ulem from tJlermal fluctuations., The arrangement is

found quite sat.isfactory for our experiment..

4.12 Specimen MounHng

Special care lIIUStbe taken before to mounting a ferromagnetic crystal to minimise two

opposing factors. The crystal must not be mechanicidly constrained by the specimen

holder so that tJle spotaneous distortion of the crystal due to temperature or magnetic

field can faithfully be transmitted to the strain gauge, especially, when the crystal is

elastically soft but highly magnetic. The mechanical constraint may even cause

distortion of the sYl1ll1letry of the crystal. From this consideration, therefore the

mounting has to be flexible. On the other hand, to avoid any rotation of the specimen

due to the torque produced by !lIe magnetic anisotropy, !lIe sample must be hold

sufficiently rigid. The best compromise is made by using a thin cork spacer between the

specimen and the base of the specimen holder. The specimen is glued to the cork by

durofix and the cork in turn to the specimen holder. The mosaic pattem of the cork

spacer allows the specimen to expand or contract quite freely but constrains it from

rot.ation due to body forces. Comparison of thermal expansion of a copper specimen

when fixed to a cork spacer and when free showed that !lIe constraint due to the above

mentioned llITlmgementdoesnot affect the results.
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. 4.13 The Calibration of Electro Magnet

An electro-magnet type Varian is used for the production of magnetic field. When the

maximum cUIl.ent of 6 ampere dc. is used with conical pole tips and a gap of 35 mm

Ulefield produced at the centre of the pole pieces is 4.5 K Gauss. The magnet could be

rotated about a vertical axis through Ule centre of the pole gaps and cou Id be locked in

any position. The angular position ofUle magnet could be read in degree from the scale

attached to the magnet and the calibrated circular scale fixed at the base. The field

versus CUlTentcurve for Ule magnet, for the pole gap used, is calibrated using Norma

Electronic Flux meter. The obtained data is listed in table 4.1 and field versus current

curve is shown in Figure-4.4. A very small hysteresis effect is observed for increasing

and decreasing cUIl'ents. Using control knob of Ule d.c. source, the current could be

iucreased or decreased contineously to within 50 mAo
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4.14 Magnt'Co Mt'chanical Coupling

The magneto mechanical coupling faclor K is the most impoltant single parameter in

detennining Ule efficiency of conversion magnetic energy in to mechanical energy using

magnetostrictive transducers. If we neglect loss and radiation, then for a magneto-

mechanical vibratior K is defined in such a way that K2 denotes the fraction of the

. magnetic energy which can be convelted to elastic ene~gy per cycle. K2 also denotes

the fraction of the stored elastic energy which can be converted to magnetic energy;

For a magneto mechanically driven system we can write.

(1- Kl )E€las = Kl Emag (4.6)

Now representing components of strain by t, magnetic induction by B, stress by T and

magnetic field by H, we can ,wite

t =sHT+ DH (4.7)

where Slf is compliance at constant field and D denotes conpling

Again

(4.8)

where pI' denotes pemleability at constant strain.

Defining the permeability of constant strain p and the compliance at constant indl,lclion

sR, it follows that
J.lt = (1- -df....,.. ),l (4.9)s p

and
SH = (1- D' )SH?7

(4.10)

writing equation (4.5) in ternl of moduli C = liS, we get
CH = (1-- -£-)CB (4.11)sPp
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The maximum fraction of magnetic energy which can be transfolllled is
~~llf1'-)I,,,'!p_ "T_Ii (4.12)
~7JT--pr

Similarlly the maximum fractjon of clastic energy which can be transfonned is
)l,cF)I,c'? _ c!'_tH _ d _ KZ (4.13)

).SCSt' . ~ - S"7 -
TFrom equation (4.4) we find that the penneability is reduced from its intrinsic value /1

whenever energy is tr8nsfered to the elastic system. Likewise tile int.rinsic i.e.

uncoupled elastic stifiiIessd CB IS reduced to a lower value CB, where energy is

transfelTed from elastic to magnetic system. From equation (4.12) tile

magnetomecllllllical coupling K ClUlbe obtained by measuring tJm complex impedance

of a coil containing tile ~Iagnetostrictive material.

4.15 Construction of a Solenoid

A solenoid has been designed and developed for measuring tJle coupling factors. A

glass rod of diameter 10 cm and lengtJl 31cm is taken. The wire wound on this glass rod

is a supperen8melled wire of] 8 S. W G. It has 4.1 Ohm resistlUlce per 1000 il. having a

CIllTentcan)'ing capacity 2.6 A. After the winding of 7500 tUlIls, 11mouter dilUneter of

I1leglass rod beclUne 40 Clll. This was used for generating a vllJ)'ing magnetic field lUld

tile conesponJing dyn8mic magnetostrictive strain was looked for using an

oscilloscope. However, the noise background was relatively high, specially for small

size of tile specimens. The computation therefore, could not be perfolllled

qUlUltitatively
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4.16 Measurementof Magnetostriction

The magnetostriclion of Nickel, Fe1Oo-;r41x(x=2, 8,10, 12 and 14),

and Tb 27Dy' 73Fe2 are measured by strain gauge technique as a function of field. The

magnetoslriction for different magnetic field is measured with a mlL'Cimumfield of 4SS0

gauss. The measurements are confined to room temperature. The variation of

magnelostrictioll for Illese specunen as a. fimction of magnetic field direction IS

presented in Figure 4.S, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.11 and 4.13. These values of the

magnetoslriction are calculated by using the relation,
._2 a (4S.
A- 3G xlf . )

Where sensitivity per Nanovoltrneter deflection dR/R =.2.5x1o-6 and G is the gauge
t

factor which is 2.09 in our experiment. f I

By detennining Ille difference in deflection in the Nanovoltmeter for magnetic field

along tile length of the slrain gauge cemented on the specimen and in the direction

perpendicular to Ille lenglll of Ille strain gauge enable one to calculate It The values of

magnetoslriction of Ni, Fe98A.l], Fe92A1fj, Fe9()4.lJ(), Fe8!jA112, Fe8~114 and

Tb.27D)'.73Fe2 are listed in table-(3), (S), (7), (9), (11), (13) and (IS) respectively.

The variation of magnetoslriction willI applied magnetic field for these specimen is

shown in Figure 4.6,4.12 and 4.14. The variation of magnetostriction as a function of

specific magnetization is shown in Figure 4.1S.
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TABLE-4.2

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR NICKEL
SENSITNITY PER DEFLECTION :6..R1R=2.5xIO-6
GAUGE FACTOR G= 2.09

FIELD 425 800 1175 1550 1875 2150 2650 3050 3400 3800 412.5 4550
IN
GAUSS
CUR. .5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
~EN'.L._- - ._- -~0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 +2 +6 +10 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12
20 +5 +8 +13 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16----- _.-"-- ....:.-1----. +--- _.-
30 +6 ~10 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18--'-'---
40 +5 +9 +14 +17 +17 +17 +17 +17 +17 +17 +17 +17-
50 +3 +7 +12 +15 +15 +15 +15 +15 +15 +15 +15 +15

I~. +2 +5 +8 +11 +11 +11 +11 +11 +11 +11 +11 +11
70 +1 +3 +4 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5
80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0~~-- ----.
90 .1 .3 .7 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 .10 -10 .10 .10-~---
100 -3 .7 -12 .15 .15 .15 -15 .15 .15 -15 .15 .15
110 .5 .10 .17 .20 .20 .20 .20 -20 .20 .20 .20 .20

.1lQ.- '" .13 .20 .23 .23 -23 .23 -23 .23 .23 .23 -23-I

130 .9 .15 .22 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26 .26----
.28 .28 .28140 .10 .16 .23 .28 -28 .28 .28 -28 -28

150 .9 .H .21 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24 .24--~160 -7 -11 .17 .20 -20 .20 .20 .20 -20 .20 .20 .20-----
.12170 .3 .5 .8 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12

180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 0 0
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TABLE-4.3

VAIUATION OF MAGNETOSTIUCTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR

NICKEL SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION Llli/R=2.5 xl 0-6

BRIDGE CURRENT-25 mA

GAUGE FACTOR G=2.09

~IELD CURRENT MAGNETIC DE~LECTION O~ IIR1RxNANO MAONETOSTRIC

INAMP, ~IELD IN NANO VOLTMETER liON =2/30',

OAUSS VOLTMETER DEFLECTION RlR

0 0 0 0 0

0.5 425 16 40x10-6 12.76xI0-6
,

I 800 26 65x10-6 20.73xI0-6

1.5 1175 38 ~ 95x10-6 30.30xIO-6
,

2 1550 46 115xI0-6. 36.68xI0-6

2.5 1875 46 115xI0-6 36.68xI0-6

3 2250 46 115xIO-6 36.68xI0-6

3.5 2650 46 115xI0-6 36.68xlo-6

4 3(J50 46 1I5x10-6 36.68xl (J-6

4.5 3400 46 115xI0.6 36.68xI0.6

5 3800 46 1I5x10-6 36.68xI0-6

5.5 4125 46 1I5x10-6 36.68xI0-6

6 4550 46 1I5xlO-6 36.68xI0-6
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TABLE- 4.4

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR Fe98A1Z

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

SENSITIVITYPERDEFLECTION MVR= Z.5x 10-6

GAUGE FACTOR G= 2.09

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 rnA

FIELD IN 42~ 800 "7~ I~~O 187~ 2250 26~0 3050 3400 3800 4125 45~0
OAUSS
CURREN 0.5 I I.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 ~ B 6

AMP.
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 0
10 +0.25 +.5 +1.5 +2.5 +2.5 +2.5 +2,5 +2,5 +2.5 +2,5 +2.5 +2.5
20 +0.5 +1.5 +3 +4.5 +4.5 +4.5 +4.5 +4,5 +4.5 +4.5 +4.5 +4.5-----
30 +I +2.5 +4 +5,75 +5,75 +5,75 +5.75 +5.75 +5.75 +5,75 +5.75 +5.75---- --_ ..
40 _ --":!2.. +3.5 +5 +7.0 +7.0 +7.0 +7.0 +7.0 +7.0 +7.0 +7.0 +7.0
50 +1.25 H +4,7 +6.5 +6.5 +6,5 +6.5 +6,5 +6.5 +6.5 +6.5 +6.5

---- 5 -
60 +1 +2.5 +4 +5.50 +5.50 +5.50 +5.50 +5.50 +5.50 +5.50 +5.50 +5.50
70 +0.5 +1.8 +3 +4.5 +4.5 +4:5 +4,5 +4.5 +4.5 +4.5 +4.5 +4.5
80 +0.25 +1 +1.5 +3 +3 +3 +3 . +3 +3 +3 +3 +3
90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 -025 -0.75 -1 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5-----
110 -0,50 -1.25 -2 -3.5 -3.5 -3,5 -3.5 -3.5 -3,5 -3,5 -3.5 -3,5
120 -0.75 -2 -3 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5---_.
J30 -1.0 .2.5 -4 -6 .6 -6 .6 -6 .6 -6 -6 -6
140 -0.75 -3 -45 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 .6.5 -6.5 -6.5
150 -0.65 -2.5 .4 -6 -6 -6 .6 -6 .6 .6 .6 -6
160 -0.50 -1.9 -3 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5 -5
170 -0.25 -I -1.5 '3 -3 .3 .3 -3 .3 .3 -3 -3
180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE-4.5

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR Fe98AI2

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION &VR=2.5xl 0-6

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 rnA

GAUGE FACTOR G=2.09

FIELD CURRENT MAGNETIC DEFLECTION OF IIRlRxNANO MAGNET03TRICTION

IN AMP. FIELD IN NANO VOLTMETER =2/3Gx IIRlR

GAUSS VOLTMETER DEFLECTION

0 0 0 0 0

0.5 425 2.25 5.63xIO-6 1.80xIO-6
._-------

1 800 6.5 16.25xl0-6 5.18xlO-6

1.5 1175 9.5 23.75xl0-6 7.58xl0-6

2 1550 13.5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0-6
-------

2.5 1875 13.5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0-6

3 2250 13.5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0c6

3.5 2650 13.5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0-6

4 3050 13.5 33.75xl0-6 IO.77xl0-6

4.5 3400 13.5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0-6

5 3800 13.5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0-6

5.5 4125 13.5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0-6

6 4550 13:5 33.75xl0-6 10.77xl0-6
-
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TABLE-4.6

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR FenAlS

AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION 6R/R =2.5 xl 0-6

GAUGE FACTOR G =2.09

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 iliA

fiELD 425 800 1175 mo 1875 . 2250 2650 3050 3400 3800 4125 4550
IN
GAUSS

CURREr 0.5 I 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
ill AMP. .

~._- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 +0.25 +0.5 +1 +2 +3 +4 +4 +4 +4 +4 +4 +4
20 +050 +2 +3 +4.5 +6 +8 +8. +8 +8 +8 +8 +8---30 +1 +J +5 +7 +9 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12.
40 +2 +4 +7 +9 +11 +14 +14 +14 +14 +14 +14 +14--~_.----- . --50 +1 _~J.9__ +6.5 +8.75 +10.5 +13 +13 +13 +13 +13 +13 +13._.__ .. ...:._-- --"-60 +0.5 +J.75 +5 +7 +9 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12
70 +0.25 +2 +J +5 +6.5 +8 +8 +8 +8 +8 +8 +8
80 0 +1 __ +1.5 +3 +4 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 +5 "':~90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- -~-_.100 0 ,.5 .1 .1.5 .2 .J .3 .3 .3 .J .J .J----110 .0.25 .1 .2 .4 .5 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .6
120 .0.5 .2 -3 -5 -6 -9 .9 .9 .9 -9 .9 .9
IJO .1.75 .J .4.5 .6 .7 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11--_.-
140 .2 .J.5 .5 .7 -8 .12 -12 .12 .12 -12 .12 -12
150 .1.25 ,J .4.5 .6 .7.75 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11 .11
160 -0.5 .2 .3 .4 .6.5 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9
170 0 -1 .2 .J -J.5 .5 .5 -5 .5 -5 .5 .5
180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- -- . --.
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TABLE-4.7

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR Fe92AI8

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION tillIR=2.5xlO-6

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 mAo

GAUGE FACTOR 0=2.09

.
FJELD CURRENT MAGNETIC FIELD DEFLECTiON OF ARJRxNANO MAGNETOSTRlCTiOIl

IN AMP IN GAUSS HANO VOLTMETER VOLTMETER =213Gx AFJR

- DEFLECTiON

0 0 0 0 0

0.5 425 4 IOxlO-6 3.I9xIO-6
--

I 800 7.5 I8xIO-6 5.98xIO-6
.

1.5 1175 12 30xlO-6 9.57xIO-6

2 1550 16 40xlO-6 12.76xl0-6

2.5 1875 19 47.5xlO-6 I5.15xlO-6

3 2250 26 65xl0-6 20.73xIO-6

3.5 2650 26 65x1O-6 20.73xlO-6

4 3050 26 65xlO-6 20.73xlO-6

4.5 3400 26 65x10-6 20.73xIO-6

5 3800 26 65xl0-6 20.73xlO-6

5.5 4125 26 65x10-6 20.73xlO-6.

6 4550 26 65xlO-6 20.73xIO-6 r
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,TABLE-4.8
VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR
Fe90A1IO AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION L\RIR. = 2,5xIO-6
GAUGE FACTOR G = 2.09
BRIDGE CURRENT 25 mA
FJELD 425 800 1175 1550 187S 22S0 26S0 30S0 3400 3800 41S0 4SS0
IN
GAUSS
CURRENT ,5 I 1.5 2 2,5 3 3,5 4 4,S 5 5.5 6
IN AMP,
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

,

0 0 0 0

10 +0.5 +1.5 +2,5 +4 +7 +10 +10 +10 +10 +10 +10 +10

20 +1 +2 +6.5 +9 +12 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16

30 +) +6 +10 +14 +17 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20

40 ',4 +9 +13.5 +17 +21 +24 +24 +24 +24 +24 +24 +24

50 +~.5 +8,S +13 +16.7 +20,5 +23.9 +23.9 +23.9 +23.9 +23.9 +23,9 +23.9
------- _.,--- -~ _.-
60 +3 +7 +10 +14 +17 +21 +21 +21 +21 +21 +21 +21

70 +2 +5 +7 +9 +12 +16 +16 ' +16 +16 +16 +16 +16

80 +1 +3 +4 +S +7 +11 + II +11 +11 +11 +11 +11

90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

100 .0.5 .1 .1.5 .2 .3 .S .S .S , .S .5 .S .S

110 .1 .2 .J,S .S .6 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9
~--,- --,- f-,-- -- ~~
120 .1.9 .J .5 .7 .9 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12

1>0 .2 .4 .6.5 .9 .11 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14 .14
---- --- .
140 .225 ,4,5 .7 .8.75 .IOJ .13.9 .13.9 .13.9 .13.9 .13,9 .13.9 .13.9

--
150 .2 .4 .6.S .7,S .9 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12 .12

1M .1 .I.S .3 .4.S .6 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9 .9

17D .O.S .1 .2 .2 S .3 .S .S .S .S .S .S .S

180 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. ,
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TABLE- 4.9
VARIA l'ION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR

Fe90A11O

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION MVR= 2.5xI0-6

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 mA.

GAUGE FACTOR G= 2.09

FIF.LD MA<JNETIC DEFLECTION OF lIR1RxNANO MA<JNETOSTRICTION

CURRENT .IN FIELD IN NANO VOLTMETER =2130x lIR1R

AMP. OAUSS VOLTMETER DEFLECTION

0 0 0 0 0

0.5 425 7 17.5xI0-6 5.58x) 0-6

1 800 13 32.5xI0-6 10.37xI0-6

1.5 1175 20 50xlO-6 15.95xI0-6

2 1550 26 65x10-6 20.73xl0-6
_.

2.5 1875 32 80x10-6 25.52xI0-6
~._._-

3 2250 37.9 94.75xlO-6 30.22xlO-6

3.5 2650 37.9 94.75xI0-6 30.22xlO-6

4 3050 37.9 94.75xlO-6 30.22xI0-6
...

4.5 3400 37.9 94.75xlO-6 30.22xlO-6

5 3800 37.9 94.75xlO-6 30.22x)0-6

5.5 4125 37.9 94.75xlO-6 30.22xlO-6

6 4550 37.9 94.75xlO-6 30.22xlO-6
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TABLE - 4.10

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WTIH MAGNETIC FJELD FOR Fe88All2 AT ROOM TEMPERATUP..E
SENSmfY PER DEFLECTION lIRfR = 2.5x10-6
GAUGE FACTOR G=2.09

BRIDGE . 425 800 1175 1550 1875 2250 2650 3050 3400 3800 4125 4550
CURRENT.
25
mAFiEDD

-.!!IGA~ -~- --~----
CURREIlT 0.5 I 1.:'i 2 2.5 3 3_~ 4 45 5 5.5 6

III AMP
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 +05 +1 +3 +4 +8 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12

20 +2.5 +5 +7 +10 +14 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20

30 +5 +8 +11 +16 +20 +26 +26 +26 +26 +26 +26 +26

40 +7 +11 +16 +21 +25 +30 +30 +30 +30 +30 +30 +30

50 +6 +10 +15 +20 +24. +29 +29 +29 +29 +29 +29 +29

--,- 5
.60 +4 +8 + 13 +16 +21 +26 +26 - +26 +26 +26' +26 +26

70 t3 +5 +9 +11 +16 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20 +20
---- -

+1280 +1 +2 +4 +5 +8 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12

90 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

100 -0.5 -I -2.5 -4 -6 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8

110 -2 -3 -5 -7 -10 -12 -12 -12 -12 . -12 -12 -12

120 -2.5 -5 -8 -I I -14 -18 -18 -18 .18 -18 -18 -18
----
1:10 -3 -7 -11 -15 -18 -22 -22 -22 -22 -22 -22 -22

--- e-- .
140 -2.9 .6 -10 - -17 -21 -21 -21 .21 -21 -21 -21

14.5-~-
150 -2 -5 -8 -12 -12 .16 -16 .19 .19 .19 -19 -19

160 -1.9 -3 -6 -8 -12 -14 -14 -14 -14 -14 -14 -14

170 -0.5 -I -3 -,1 -7 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9 -9
-- ..- -,--- -~-- ~-- ._--
180 0 0 0 (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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TABLE-4.11

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRlCTlON WITH MAGNETIC FlED FOR

FeSSAI12 SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION £lli/R=2.5xlO-6

GAUGE FACTOR 0=2.09

BIUDGECURRENT25mA

I

FIELD MAGNETIC DEFIJECTION OF lIR1R,NANO MAONETOSTRICTION

CURRENT IN FlEW IN NANO VOIJTMETER =2130x lIRiR

AMP. OAUSS VOIJTMETER DEFIJECTION

0 0 0 0 0

0.5 425 10 25x10-6 7.9SxlO-6

I SOO 18 45xlO-6 14.36xI0-6

1.5 1175 27 67.5xI0-6 21.53xI0-6

2 1550 36 90x10-6 28.7IxI0-6

2.5 1875 43 107.5xlO-6 34.29xlO-6

3 2250 52 130xI0-6 41.47x10-6

3.5 2650 52 130xI0-6 41.47xIO-6

4 3050 52 130xI0-6 41.47x10-6

4.5 3400 52 130xIO.6 41.47x10-6

5 3S00 52 130x1O-6 41.47x10-6

5.5 4125 52 130xI0-6 41.47x10-6

6 4550 52 130xIO-6 41.47x1O-6
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TABLE-4.12

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH FIELD FOR Fe86AI14 AT
ROOM TEMPERATURE

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION MVR = 2.5xl0-6
GAUGE FACTOR G = 2.09
BRIDGE CURRENT 25 rnA

flEW IN 425 800 1175 15JO 1875 22JO 16JO 3050 3400 3800 4125 4550
GAUS"J

. CURREllT 0,5 1 15 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6
IN AMP. .

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 "0.5 +I >2 +3 +4 +6 +6 +6 +6 +6 +6 +6

20 +2 +3 +4 +6 +8 +12 +11 +12 +12 +12 +12 +12

)0 +2.25 +5 +7 +10 +12 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18 +18
_.

40 +) +6.25 +10 +14 +18 +11 +21 +22 +22 +22 +22 +22

JO +4 +7 +12 +16 +20 +24 +24 +24 +24 +24 +24 +24
._--

60 +3 +5,9 +10 +14 +18 +22 +12 +22 +22 +21 +22 +22

70 +2.25 +4 +7. +II +13 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16 +16

80 +1 +2 +4 +5 +7 +8 +8 +8 +8 +8 +8 +8

90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
--- --_.
100 -05 -I -15 -2 -3 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4 A

110 -I .2 .3.5 -5 -7 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 .10 -10
--._-- ------- ~---~----- ---- ._.__ .- - - --- ._~------
120 -2 -3 .j -0 -11 -14 -14 -14 -14 -14 -14 -14

1)0 -) -4 -6. -10 -14 -18 -18 -18 -18 -18 -18 -18

140 -2.75 - -3.75 -5.5 -9 -13 -179 -17.9 -179 -17.9 -179 -17.9 -17.9
.

IJO .2.25 -3.5 -5 -11 -16 -16 -16 -16 -16 -16 -16 -16
.

160 -1.5 .;2.5 -3 -5 e< -11 -11 -12 -12 -12 -11 -12

170 -0.5 -I -1.75 -3 -4 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8 -8

18(l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

100
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TABLE-4.13

VAlUATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC FIELD FOR

FeS6AI14

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION ~=2.5 xl 0-6

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 mA

GAUGEFACTORG=2.09 .

FIELD CURRENT MAGNETIC DEFLECTION OF lIRJRxNANO MAONETOSTRICTION

IN AMP. FIELD III NANO VOLTMETER =2I30x lIRJR

OAUSS VOLTMETER DEFLECTION

0 0 0 0 0

0.5 425 6 17xlO-6 4.79xlO-6

1 800 13 32.5xlO-6 1O.37xlO-6

1.5 1175 20 50xlO-6 l5.95xlO-6

2 1550 26 65xlO-6 20.74xl0-6

2.5 1875 34 85x10-6 27.16xl0-6
--
3 2250 42 105xlO-6 33.49xlO-6

3.5 2650 42 I05xl0-6 33.49xlO-6
-

4 3050 42 105xl0-6 33.49xlO-6

4.5 3400 42 105xl0,6 33.49xlO-6

5 3800 42 105xlO-6 33.49xlO-6

5.5 4125 42 105xlO-6 33.49xI0-6
-

6 4550 42 105xlO-6 33.49xlO-6

•
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TABLE-4.14

VARlATION OF MAGNETOSTRICTION WITH MAGNETIC

Tb.27DY-7~Fe2 AT ROOM TEMPERATURE- . .

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION ~ =2.5 xl 0-6

GAUGE FACTOR G = 2.09

I
i

FIELD FOR

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 iliA j
FlELD IN 424 gOO 1175 1530 Ig75 2230 2650 3050 34JO 3800 4125 4550

GAUSS
CURRENT 5 I U 2 25 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 ~
IN AMP. I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I0

10 "'I-JO +100 +2~O +300 ....., +700 +1200 +2100 +2100 +2100 +2100 Ii~+2100
20 +100 +250 +500 +100 +1200 +1500 +2300 +2900 +2900 +2900 +2900 '~+~OO

-

'" +115 +:;00 +1000 +1300 +1900 +2200 +2800 +3200 +3200 +3200 +3200 il +3200

'10 +200 +200 ~ +1300 +1800 +2400 +2150 +3000 +3300 +3300 +3300 I~+3300
-----
50 +175 +500 +1200 +1700 +2:<00 +2100 +2980 +3200 +3200 +3200 +3200 "1+3200
- ,
60 +100 <'>10 +950 +IJOO +1900 +2200 +2800 += +3000 +3000 +.3000 1.3000

- ---- ---
;0 +75 +300 +'100 +900 +1I00 +1500 +2200 +2800 +2800 +2800 +2800

11+
2800

80 .t-2O +11.5 +300 ....., +500 +600 +1000 +2000 +2000 +2000 +2QrJO 1.2000
---.-._--- ._-_. "----- _ .. -

I00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1"..

100 .20 -100 -175 .200 -300 .500 .goo .1400 -1400 .1400 1400 ll400.,
-

12200110 -50 -200 .)00 -500 .100 -1100 .1500 .2200 .2200 .2200 2200

1

120 .100 :300 .500 .700 -1100 .1500 .2000 .2<500 .2600 .2600 2600 'bsoo
--
130 -150 -315 .100 -1000 -t5oo -'900 -2300 .2100 -2700 .2100 2100 -2700

''10 -175 .400 .900 -1300 .'800 .2000 .2500 .2800 .2800 .2800 2800 .2800

----- ---
ISO .'00 -300 .'100 -900 -1300 .1700 -2200 .2100 -2100 .2700 2100 . -2100

I,
100 -75 .200 .400 -600 .800 .1100 .1600 .2400 -2400 .2400 2400 .2400

il
"ITO .50 -100 -175 -300 .375 -500 .800 .'800 -1800 .1IlOO '800 ~1800

. II
ISO 0 0 0 0 o. 0 0 0 0 0 0 °1

-
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TABLE-4.15

VARIATION OF MAGNETOSTRlCTION WITH MAGNETIC FJELD FOR

TU.27DY.73Fe2

SENSITIVITY PER DEFLECTION MtIR=2.5xI0-6

GAUGE FACTOR G = 2.09

BRIDGE CURRENT 25 mA

I

FIELD CURRENT MAGNETIC DEFI..ECTION l>RJRxNANO MAONETOSTRICTION

INAMP. FlEW IN OF NANO VOI..TMETER =2/30x llRJR

GAUSS VOI..TMETER DEFI..ECTION

0 0 0 0 0

0.5 425 375 .937xl0-3 0.299xl0-3

1 800 1000 2.5xlO-3 0.798xl0-3

I.5 1175 2200 5.5xl0-3 1.75xlO-3

2 1550 3100 7.75xl0-3 2.47xI0-3
._-

2.5 1875 4200 10.5xl0-3 3.35xl0-3
----- --_._------,---,._~-- -----_.-

3 2250 4750 11.8xl0-3 3.78xI0-3

3.5 2650 5500 13.75xl0-3 4.39xl0-3.
4 3050 6100 15.25xI0-3 4.86xI0-3

4.5 3400 6100 15.25xlO-3 4.86xl0-3

5 3800 GI00 15.25xl0-3 4.86xl0-3

5.5 4125 6100 15.25xl0-3 4.86xl0-3
._---_._-_._.

6 4550 6100 15.25xI0-3 4.86xlO-3
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4.17 Results and Discussion

MagneLostriction as a function of field and saturation magnetostriction As for different

compositions of iron aluminium i.e. Fe 1OO-;xAlx (wshere x = 2, 8, 10, 12, and 14) and

Tb.27DY.73Fe2 alloys and also of nickel as standered material are measured. The

measurements are done by sLaingauge teclUlique at room temperature and under varying

fields which have the maximum value of 4.5 K. Gauss. The magnetostric!ioll of

polycrysLalline nickel is measured for comparison and calibration of our measuring

system.

The magnetostriction of Ni,Fe JOO-;pAlx and Tb.27Dy. 73Fe2 as measured under varying

fields are shown in Figures 4.6, 4.12 and 4.14 respectively. The variation of

magnetostriction as a function of specific magnetization is shown in Figure -4.15.

4.17.1. Nickel

The variation of rnagnetostriction of Nickel with field for different angular position has

been measured at room temperature and is given in table-4.2 and tIre variation. of

rrmgnetostricLion witIl tIle angular position of tIre magnetic field is shown in Figure-4.5.

The saturation field for magnetostriction in Nickel is observed to be 1550 oersted at

room temperature. This value of tI1e magnetic field needed for tI1e saturation

nmgnetostriction III Ni determines tI1e operating field for using Nickel as a

rnagnetostrictive transducer. This experiment was done to check our measurement

system and for standerizing tI1einstrumental set up.
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Nickel has/c.c. structure over the whole temperature range with a curie point of 358°C

(631 K). The spontaneous magnetization 000 =57.5 emu/gm corresponds to a magneton

number of O.606 IlB per atom spins 0.606 (2/g) =0.55 i,e in the 3d band 5 spins up, 4.45

spin down and 0.55 conduction electron to .give the total of g electrons, where g=2.185.

The lIIagnetostriction is thus associated with 0.55 electron holes in the d band and

contributes to I1leelongation ofthe specimen under the influence of lIle applied magnetic

field. Above I1le curie point the susceptibility follows a curie-weiss law up to 900°c

willi c=0.00548 per gm (0.322 per gm atom) Qp=377'c at higher c=000685 per gm

(0.402 per gill alom) willI Qp=265°C.

The variation of magnetostriction with magnetic field at room temperature arises due to

spin orbit interaction. Each individual spin possesses a temperature. independent

anisotropy energy and I1lerrnalvariations of macroscopic anisotropy energy arise from an

average over I1le directions of spins. The magnitude of magretostriction which is

predicted in this n!odel is guided by the ratio of the anisotropy energy to the molecular

field. The larger pmt of mlisotropic magnetostriction is not due to the spin contribution

to magnetostriction but to the orbital one. In the approach to saturation in polycrystalline

materials I1lere is always a slress dependent tenll c=2c44/(c11-c12) which give rise to

non vanishing contribution to magnetostriction.

Tatsumoto, Okamoto, Iwata mid Kadena4.4 calculated the value of magnetostriction of

Nickel at OaKand 20°K. These are given as .A./00=-55xl(J6 and .A.l11=-28xl(J6 at 0 k

and 11.100=-56x ](}-6 mid) 111 =-23 x 1(J6 at 200K mid I1le saturation magnetostriction )

s=-36x ](}-6 Fletcher calculated the same paraJOeters at 0° k and his values are .A.]()O=-

467x 1(}-6 mId )111=-11.1 x ](J6 Asgar4.5 calcnlated the value of magnetostriction of

single crystal of Nickel and lim results are )100=-66.5xl(J6 and .A.l11=-35xll}-6. In
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our experiment the. result oiJtained for saturation magnetostriction of polycrystalline

Nickel is As =.3668x](J6

4.17.2 Fe1OO-~-A~~Alloys

After we oiJtained results for Nickel with our experimental set-up which showed a good

agreement wiUI established values, we measured tile magnetostriction of Fe] OO-.0/x

alloy system. The obtained values are given in tables-4.2-4.15. The results are shoVl'llin

Figure-4.5 and 4.14 respectively. The magnetostriction as a function of the specific

magnetization is shown in Figure-4.l5.

The field dependence of magnetization and magnetostriction for Fe-AI alloy of defferent

compositions shown in Figure 3.11 and 4.12 indicate the saturation fields for different

compositions.

Saturation magnetization of different alloys are ploted in Figure- 3.11. The

magnetostriction value increases witil increasing anlOunt of aluminium and become

lll<Lximulllat-I2 atilllic percent of AI. This maximum value As is 41.4 7xl 0-6 which is

more Ulan four times Ulemagnetostriction of pure Fe and of the same order of magnitude

as Ule magnetostriction of Nickel but of opposite sign. Iron-Alminium is tilUS a good

material for making magnetostrictive transducer and can replace Nickel for its lower

cost.

Increasing value of magnetostriction of Iron-Aluminium alloy with tile addition of

aluminium is explained as dlle to illcreased spill orbit interaction. The decrease of

nmgnetostrictioll above 12 atomic percent of AI is explained as due to decreasing value

of magnetic moment.
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From the magnetization versus field and magnetostriction versus field measurements, we

have rioted magnetostriction against magnetization for different composition and is

shown in Figure-4 .15. This result is very import.ant in providing infonnation regarding

Ulemagnetization process due to domain wall movements.

It is observed Umt, initially Ule magnetostriction increases with magnetization raUler

slowly for all (he compositions. This is explained as due to 180° domain wall motions in

Ule initial stage WiUllittle 90° domain wall movements or rotations. Since 180° domain

wall motions do not iilVolve the rotation of strain axes, initial magnetization process

takes place without increasing magnetostriction significantly. For magnetization above

Ule 170 emu/grn, the rotational process of 90° domains becomes sharp. This

nmgrletization value cOfTespond to magnetic field of 260 oersted.

For iron aluminium alloys, 3d orbital moment is quenched and the magnetic anisotropy

and ordinary magnetostriction arise from spin orbit coupling essentially as a perturbation

effect. Due t(l Ule small spin orbit coupling and for low anisotropic localized nature of

3d electronic charge distribution, the Fe lOO-0ix alloys show high magnetostrictive

sfJ'aiu which are found in our experiment for 2 atomic percent of AI in iron and is

10. 77xI 0-6. This value is found to increase willi the increasing aluminium content up

t(l 12 atomic percen!. The maximum value is 41.47 x 10-6. For furtller increase of

~Iuminium t(l 14 atomic percent, the value slightly falls to 33. 49x 10-6 Therefore it is

evident Umt for alloys above 12 atomic percent of AI, the magnetostriction decreases

wiUI increasing Ai content due to decreasing value of llie corresponding magnetization.

AltllOUgh Ule magnetostriction for 8 and .10 atomic percent of Al in iron rises to

20.73 xI 0-6 and, 30.22 xI 0-6 respectivelY,llie alloys ~how a high resistivity and IS

suitable for induction purposes provided the strains can be kept low. It is observed in
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our experiment that for Fe 1 OO->.Alx alloy system, the magnetostrictive strain is produced

when the direction of magnetization is changed and it is usually of the order of 10-6

This means tlmt tlle amount of reorientation of eletron c10uld is dependent on the content

of aluminium and changes the value of magnetostriction. For Fe loo-x4lx alloys crystal

field and exchange interaction have been considered as the main contributors to the free

euergy in order to explain tlle magnetostrictive behaviour.

4.17.3

The except.ional magneto-elastic properties of rare earth iron Tb.27Dy.73Fe2 compound

offer a great potential for a variety of applications. Different techniques for the

characterisation of tlmir magnetostriction and magneto-elastic performance have been

developed which provide consistant data. Magnetic properties of rare earU} element

Ib.27D.V.73Fe2 arises mainly due to the unfilled 4/ shell which widely differ in

impOltant respects J1'omthe magnetic transition metals, whose magnetization originates

frolll tlle 3d electrons. The 4/ electrons tend to be localized deep inside the atolll and is

thus well shielded fi.olll direct interactions with 4/ electrons on other atomic sites. It also.

has ve,y much stronger spin orbit coupling than the transition metal elements.

Magnetostriction for the alloys is found to occur due to these properties where total

angular momentum )=L+8 is nsually a good quantum number. The interaction between

the 4f magnetic electrons and tlle environment out-side the atom is mostly indirect and

takes place via the various conduction electrons. Althrough the 4/ coupling Witll lattice

is indirect, it is not generally weak. As a general rule the 3d wave function are much

lIIore extended tlllUl the 4f electron wave functions and call exhibit direct overlap

between wave functions on neighboring sites. The large spin orbit coupling and highly

anisotropic localized nature of tlm 4f electronic charge distribution for non-s-state rare
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earth elements, therefore, routinely result in large magnetic anisotropies as well as large

nmgnetoslriclive strain at saturation.

The variation of magnetoslriction as a function of field is measured and the result is

listed in Table-4.I4. The variation of magnetoslriction as a function of angular position

is show in Figure-4.13 and lhe variation of magnetoslriction as a function of field is

shown in Figure-4 .14.

In our experiment tile variation of magetoslriction with field is found to be 4.86x J(r3 for

10.27Dy 7JFe2 at room temperature.Rare earth Tb.27Dy. 73Fe2 alloy is an exceptional

alloy as il is ferTo-magnetic at a temperature above tile room temperature and its orbital

moments are not quenched i.e. !lIe spin orbit coupling is slrong. Moreover, !lIe electron

c10uld about each nucleus is decidedly non spherical as a result when applied field

rotates !lie spin, !lIe orbit rotates too and considerable distortion results. The rare earth

iron laves phase compound 1b.27Dy 73Fe2 displays a spin-reorientation at room

temperature . The behaviour of tIle elastic moduli at room temperature suggest a first

order phase change and it increases significantly witIl applied magnetic field. Savage and

Abbundi4.6, Legvold, Alstad and Rhyne4.7, Greenough and Schulze4.8 investigated the

propClties of nmgnetoslrictive rare earth iron compounds. Data for K33 is largely

dependent upon !lIe geometry of the sample and the magnitude of the coupling

coefficient. 10 has a helical spin structure similar to that in Dy, 'however, the

antiferromagnetic interaction is much weaker in 10 and a very small applied field will

remove lhe helical state and produce felTomagnetic ordering along !lIe field direction.

This change in dimension is presumed to arise in the magnetoslriction process as a result

of domain rotation in which !lIe magnetic moment must cross the hard magnetic direction

giving rise to lhe slrains observed at a field above technical saturation at room

temperature.
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4.18 Conclusion

For power applications a magnetic materials must be soft with high induction value and

resistivity. Although silicon iron is used as the most common soft magnetic material,

iron aluminium also have the same properties in many ways. It has the added advantage

and also some disadvantages. The m~or differences found between low percontage

aluminium iron alloys and equivalent percentage of silicon iron alloys are
i. Aluminium iron is more powerful de-oxidizer tllan silicon.

ii Aluminium iron improves ductility. It is tllUS possible to coltl roll
aluminium iron

alloys containing upto 6% aluminium by as much as 90%.

Commercial production of aluminium iron alloys can be limited in tlleir early states of

development because of tlle relatively high cost of aluminium versus silicon and

because of Ihe greater difficulty in preventing segregation of aluminium during melting

process. However, tlle cost picture has equalized in recent years and witll modem

induction melting equipment tlle segregation problem has practically been eliminated.

The work of Sugihara4.9 and Helms4.10 illustrated that magnetic properties of isotropic

alumininm irlln alloys are comparable to tllOse of equivalent silicon iron alloys.

Our measurements of magnetization and magnetostriction were carried out on the as

prepared specimens. However, tlle effect of armealing has very important influence on

magnetization process anti magnetostriction because of the high value of

nmgnetoslJ'iction of tllOse alloy system. In order to use this materials as a soft magnetic

materials 10 replace iron silicon alloy, the specimens should be stress free. FUl1her work

on iron alumininm alloy syslem with higher range of composition and under relieved

slrains by appropriate heat treatments in vacuum can be very useful for better

understanding of the magnetic characteristics of these materials. This will also require

measurements at high and at very low temperatures.
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